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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO 
Location . . . . ... Alcala Park, San Diego, California 92110 
Founded . . .. . . . . . .......... 1949 
Enrollment .. . 5,900 
Affiliation . . NCAA Division 111, Independent 
Nickname . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. Toreros 
Colors . . . . . .. . ..... Columbia Blue, Navy & White 
Stadium . . USD Torero Stadium (4,000) 
USD DIRECTORY 
President . . .......... Dr. Author E. Hughes 
Vice President-Student Affairs ........... Thomas Burke 
Athletic Director . . . . . . . Tom Iannacone 
Assistant Athletic Director . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . Dan Yourg 
Assistant Athletic Director . . . . Regina Sullivan 
Director of Athletic Development ...... . . . . . . . Open 
Director of Facil ities/Recreation ..... .. ..... John Martin 
Intramural Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gary Becker 
Assistant Intramural Director . . . . . .. Andy Berg 
Summer Camp Director . ... Deb Pint 
Athletic Department Secretaries ...... Grace McElhaney 
Maria Becker, Julie Richards 
Strength Coach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Wayne Jacobs 
Sports Information Director ...... . ... . . . . . . Ted Gosen 
Assistant Sports Information Director . . . . . . . . John Rollo 
Head Athletic Trainer. . . . .. Carolyn Greer, M.A. , A.T., C. 
Assistant Athletic Trainer .......... Steve Nellis, A.T., C. 
Assistant Trainers: ........ Todd Miccio, Melissa Conway 
Jeff Williams, Lisa Armstrong, Kirsten Weihl 
Katie Martin, Ellen Scherer, Hayley Nemeroff 
Team Physicians ..... . ... . . ... William P. Curran, M.D., 
Lawrence V. Tkach, M.D., 
Robert Button, M.D. 
PHONE DIRECTORY 
USD Campus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (619) 260-4600 
Athletic Department .............. . .. . . (619) 260-4803 
Sports Information . . . . . . . . .. . ...... (619) 260-4745 
Fax Number . . .. .. ..... . . .. . . . .. ..... (619) 292-0388 
Football Office . . . . . . . . . . . .. (619) 277-4274 
Press Box Number . . . . . . . .. (619) 277-8468 
1990 Football Schedule 
Day Date Opponent Site Time 
Sat., Sept. 8 OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE Home 7:30 PM 
Sat., Sept. 15 CLAREMONT-McKENNA Home 7:30 PM 
Sat., Sept. 22 La Verne Away 1:30 PM 
Sat., Sept. 29 REDLANDS Home 7:30 PM 
Sat., Oct. 6 Pomona-Pitzer Away 1:30 PM 
Sat., Oct. 13 UC SANTA BARBARA" Home 1:30 PM 
Sat., Oct. 20 Whittier Away 7:30 PM 
Sat., Oct. 27 Menlo College Away 1:30 PM 
Sat., Nov. 3 BYE 
Sat., Nov. 10 Azusa Pacific Away 1:30 PM 
• Denotes USO Homecoming Game 
ALL HOME GAMES PLAYED AT USO TORERO STADIUM 
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A Message From President Hughes 
The Toreros 1990 football season promises 
to be one of the most exciting ever. The team 
ended the year with an impressive 7-2 record, 
their best performance to date. But win-loss 
records are not the standards by which we 
measure the success of our athletic program. 
The value of our program rests in its ability 
to instill in our students those lessons which 
help shape the whole human being. For you 
see, our values education doesn't end at the 
edge of the football field. The terminology 
may change, the look of the classroom may 
be different, but the lesson is the same. Our 
coaches look at each player as a young in-
dividual, still learning lessons about honesty, 
integrity, team-playing, and respect for all 
human beings. 
For these reasons, our football team is 
always a winner in my book. I hope you will 
join me in continuing our support for our 
outstanding football team as it faces a very 
promising and thrilling year. 
Thomas Burke 
Vice President - Student Affairs 
University Representative 
President of WCC Executive Committee 
John McNamara 
Vice President - University Relations 
TOM IANNACONE 
Director of Athletics 
Tom Iannacone begins his third year as the University of 
San Diego director of athletics. He assumed the position 
September 1, 1988 after a nationwide search. 
The 49-year-old Iannacone has made great strides in his 
first two years. His accomplishments at USO include an on-
going internal reorganization of the athletic department, plus 
improvements in the major areas of new personnel, additional 
scholarship assistance, facilities improvements, promotions 
and marketing, fund raising, drug education and academic 
support. 
Iannacone came to the University of San Diego with an im-
pressive list of credentials and a thorough knowledge of in-
tercollegiate athletics. Prior to USO he was Director of Athletics 
for four years at St. Francis College in Loretto, Pennsylvania. 
Hard work, loyalty and dedication are just some of the words 
that easily describe Iannacone. His major contributions at St. Francis included the expansion of sports 
offerings and scholarships for both men and women, improved budgets, renovation of athletic facilities, 
the hiring of additional staff, and the establishment of a master plan for the future and continual develop-
ment of athletics. He served on several ECAC Metro Conference committees, most notably the committee 
on conference development, which developed a plan for the future and implemented the position for 
a full-time commissioner. 
Prior to his tenure at St. Francis, Iannacone served as assistant athletic director at Fordham University 
from 1977-84. Along with his administrative duties at Fordham, he was an assistant football coach for 
the Rams. From 1975-78, he acted as offensive coordinator and backfield coach as Fordham captured 
19 victories in their final 24 games during this span. The 
1977 squad was and remains the highest scoring team in 
Fordham history, averaging 34 points per game. 
In 1983 Iannacone was presented the prestigious Jack 
Coffey Award by the Alumni Association for outstanding 
contributions to Fordham athletics. He has also served on 
various Metro Atlantic Conference committees. 
Prior to Fordham, Iannacone taught physical education and 
coached track and football in the Ridgefield, Norwalk and New 
Milford (CT) school districts from 1964-76. He made his col-
legiate football coaching debut as an offensive backfield coach 
at Western Connecticut State University in 1974. 
A 1964 graduate of the University of Connecticut, Iannacone 
received his master of science degree in physical education 
from Southern Connecticut State University in 1973. 
Tom and his wife, Cynthia, have three children: Tom Jr. and 





Head Coach Brian Fogarty 
Entering his 8th year, head coach Brian Fogarty, along with his staff, will 
continue his goal of making USO a nationally recognized Division Ill football 
program. 
Over the past three years USO football has realized its many goals. Last 
season the Toreros were 7-2 and were the highest ranked Division Ill team 
on the West Coast. Three players were ranked nationally in four categories. 
Coach Fogarty's teams have also fared well in the classroom. Since 1986 
four Toreros have earned Academic All-American status, and the National 
Football Foundation and Hall of Fame has recognized a scholar-athlete from 
USO each year since 1983. Also, since 1983, the USO football program has 
graduated over 95 percent of its players. 
Coach Fogarty enters the 1990 season in search of his fourth straight 
winning season. With approximately 41 returning lettermen and 14 starters, 
the immediate future of Torero football looks very bright. Brian's seven year 
record at USO is 33-33-2. 
Before coming to USD, Brian coached at St. Francis High School in La 
Canada, California where he was head coach for four years and an assistant 
coach for nine years prior. As head coach his record was 28-18-2 and his 
teams made the playoffs all four years. 




Year Win Loss Tie Pct. 
1983 5 5 0 .500 
1984 1 8 1 .150 
1985 5 5 0 .500 
1986 4 6 0 .400 
1987 6 3 1 .650 
1988 5 4 0 .556 
1989 7 2 0 .778 




With nearly 3,000dailyflights to mare than 170 
Bermuda, Puerto Rico, the U. K. , and Germany, lJ 
schedule. And our Frequent Traveler Program lets yoy 
travel bonuses. So fly USAir. Whereyou'Ufindgr, 
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INTRODUCING THE FOOTBALL STAFF 
KEVIN McGARRY 
Defensive Coordinator 
and Defensive Backs 
Kevin begins his 13th season 
on the USD staff. This will be his 
10th year as the defensive coordi-
nator for the Toreros. In addition 
to his on-the-field duties, Kevin is 
also responsible for recruiting and 
is the liaison for the Alumni Club. 
Kevin was a standout player at 
both Saddleback College, earning 
MVP honors in 1975, and at USD, 
where he was the Defensive 
Player of the Year in 1977. He 
received both his Bachelor of Arts 
in Education (1979), and his 
Masters Degree in Educational 
Administration (1985) from the 
University of San Diego. 
Kevin and is wife, Mary Ann, 




and Wide Receivers 
Mike is beginning his 7th season 
on the Torero staff. Mike played for 
USD from 1979-83 and is the 
school's all-time career leader in 
receptions (101), touchdowns (18) 
and receiving yardage (1,722 
yards). Mike graduated from USD 
with an Accounting degree in 
1983 and is now working full time 
as a mortgage banking executive. 
JACK RUBIDOUX 
Running Backs 
Jack will start his 6th season 
with the Toreros and is moving 
back to the offensive side of the 
ball after spending four years with 
the defense. Jack is a very good 
teacher of fundamentals and will 
help with the Torero running at-
tack. A 1978 graduate of USD, 
Jack has an extensive back-
ground in high school coaching in 
football and baseball. He pres-





Tim will start his 5th season on 
the Torero staff and will be moving 
back to the linebackers after 
coaching the defensive line for the 
past three years. Tim played foot-
ball at Northern Arizona Univer-
sity, where he received a B.A. in 
History. Tim coached at the high 
school and college level prior to 
his arrival at USD. Tim presently 
is a history teacher on the faculty 
at Fallbrook High School. 
ERNIE MONFILETTO 
Offensive Line 
Ernie will be in his 2nd year as 
a San Diego coach after spending 
the four previous years playing 
against the Toreros. A four year 
starter at Menlo College, Ernie 
brings a wealth of experience to 
the Toreros as their offensive line 
coach. He has a degree in Hu-
manities from Menlo, and is pres-




Matt begins his first season with 
USD as a coach, however, he is 
no stranger to the program. Matt 
spent the last four years with the 
Torero defense as a player, start-
ing at outside linebacker and 
receiving the Special Teams 
Player of the Year Award in 1987. 
Matt has his degree in Psychology 
from the University of San Diego. 
DAVE DUNN 
Defensive Line 
Dave is in his first year of coach-
ing for USD and will be in charge 
of the position he played for the 
last three years. Dave, who was an 
All-State selection in Connecticut 
in high school, holds several USD 
records including most sacks in a 
game, season and career. He was 
selected Defensive Player of the 
Year for USD in 1989. Dave has 
his degree in Business Adminis-
tration from USD, and is presently 
enrolled in the school's teaching 
credential program. 
SAVE ON FAST QUALITY 
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SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
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1990 University of San Diego Alphabetical Football Roster 
NO. NAME POS. HGT. WGT. YR. HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL 
76 ABSHIRE, Michael OL 6-5 245 FR Fallbrook/Fallbrook 
83 APARICIO, Chris WR 5-10 170 FR San Francisco/Bishop O'Dowd 
50 BABB, Phillip OLB 5-11 170 so Santee/Serra 
24 BARKSDALE, Ty RB 5-8 170 SR Bonsall/Fall brook 
64 BARRES, Kevin DL 5-11 235 FR Carlsbad/San Dieguito 
49 BARRETT, Darby DB 6-1 190 SR San Diego/San Pasqual 
13 BENNETT, Michael OB 6-1 177 so San Diego/Point Loma 
2 BERGMANN, Dave WR/K 6-1 195 JR Seattle, WA/Shorewood 
36 BLAZEVICH, Jeff DB 5-11 180 so Homewood,'IUHomewood Flossmore 
22 BRADLEY, Scott DB 5-11 165 SR Santa Barbara/San Marcos 
39 BROWN, Lance RB 5-8 173 FR Yorba Linda/Esperanza 
31 BUCCOLA, Scott DB 5-10 180 FR Huntington Beach/Mater Dei 
34 BURKE, T.J. DB 5-10 180 FR Mercer Island, WA/Mercer Island 
75 CARTER, Marcus ILB 6-0 195 FR Downey/Warren 
51 CHANDLER, Dan ILB 6-0 210 JR Aiea, HI/St.Louis 
17 CHAVEZ, Morris DB 5-10 180 FR Albuquerque, NM/Highland 
60 CHUMO, George OL 6-0 210 JR La Canada/Notre Dame 
96 CLUNE, Kevin OLB 6-3 200 FR Salinas/Palma 
97 CONNORS, Tom ILB 5-8 205 FR Las Vegas, NV/Bishop Gorman 
21 CRANDALL, Stephen DB 5-10 170 so Walnut/Walnut 
69 CRUZ, Victor OL 6-1 256 FR Moreno Valley/Canyon Springs 
47 DOBSON, Bryan DB 6-0 175 FR Salt Lake City, UT/Brighton 
7 ECK, John RB 6-0 170 JR Carson, NV/Carson 
72 EGGER, Aaron DL 6-3 185 FR Colville, WA/Gonzaga Prep 
94 ELKINS, John OLB 6-1 185 FR Glendora/Damien 
3 FIELDER, Zac WR 5-10 175 JR San Diego/Hoover 
62 FONTANA, Gene OL 6-0 240 JR El Cajon/Grossmont 
5 FRINELL, Greg DB 5-10 175 JR Bonsall/Fall brook 
59 GARCIA, Ryan OL 5-10 250 FR Ventura/St. Bonaventure 
35 GILDERSLEEVE, Matt RB 5-7 165 FR King City/Palma 
4 GILLIS, John P/DL 6-1 210 SR Glendale/Hoover 
63 GONZALEZ, Ernest OLB 5-8 185 so Downey/Bell Gardens 
68 GREER, Neil OL 6-2 235 JR Concord/Concord 
42 HENRY, Michael RB 5-7 150 FR Encinitas/San Dieguito 
15 HINTZE, Mike TE 6-2 225 SR Phoenix, AZ/Thunderbird 
41 HODES, Vince DB 6-0 180 FR Kansas City, MO/Rockhurst 
44 HORECZKO, Matt DB 5-11 170 so San Pedro/Mary Star of the Sea 
53 HUBER, Chris OL 6-0 250 FR Bakersfield/East Bakersfield 
10 JACKSON, Darryl DB 5-10 180 SR Los Angeles/Junipero Serra 
70 JANIKOWSKI, Norm OL 6-0 250 FR So. Milwaukee, WI/So. Milwaukee 
52 JUBRAN, Carl OL 6-1 230 FR San Diego/Patrick Henry 
18 KELLEY, Jason WR 5-9 150 FR Vienna, VA/Madison 
98 KNAFELZ, Frank LB 5-11 200 FR Tucson, AZ/Flowing Wells 
30 LAMBERT, John RB 5-10 175 FR Evergreen, CO/Evergreen 
82 LEONARD, Brad TE 6-3 200 JR Spokane, WA/Sentinel 
25 LIVENGOOD, Gregory RB 6-0 190 so Kentfield/San Rafael 
11 LOCHTEFELD, Eric QB 6-0 190 FR Menlo Park/Westmont 
92 LUNDY, Devid DL 5-6 180 FR Fontana/Fontana 
58 Mclaughlin, Tom LB 6-1 195 so Yakima, WA/Davis 
23 MARBLE, Jamie RB 5-5 150 FR Newport/Avon Old Farms (CT) 
46 MATHAUER, Bill LB 6-0 195 so Indianapolis, IN/Perry Meridian 
6 MORRISON, Jim K 5-8 145 SR San Diego/Capo Valley Christian 
48 MORSE, Darrick DB 5-10 170 FR Leucadia/St. John's Prep (MA) 
12 MURPHY, Brendan OB 6-0 178 SR Rancho Santa Fe/Mission Viejo 
43 NEWMAN, Jason DB 5-10 170 FR Saratoga/Lynbrook 
56 NORTON, Joe DL 5-9 205 JR West Hills/Chaminade College Prep 
20 O'DEA, Danny DB 5-9 165 FR Warren, NJ/Watchung Hills Regional 
9 PALADINO, Dave DB 5-8 175 JR La Canada/La Canada 
65 PARKS, Sean OL 6-0 235 so Mission Viejo/Mission Viejo 
27 PEARLMAN, Scott DB 5-9 170 FR Laguna Niguel/Dana Hills 
87 PERRY, Kip WR 5-10 145 FR Carson City, NV/Carson 
80 POWERS, Miguel TE 6-1 180 FR Santa Rosa/Piner 
77 PRICOR, Barrett ILB 5-11 210 FR San Diego/St. Augustine 
81 REDLEW, Chris WR 5-6 135 SR San Pedro/Mary Star of the Sea 
73 RESKO, John OL 6-0 250 so Hillsboro, OR/Jesuit 
95 ROBAK, Ken OLB 6-2 208 JR San Diego/Madison 
79 ROMERO, Chris ILB 5-10 220 FR Reseda/Crespi Carmelita 
8 SACKETT, Jon QB 6-0 188 FR Mendota Hgts., MN/St. Thomas Acad. 
71 SALAZAR, Rick DL 6-0 205 SR Reno, NV/Robert McOueen 
57 SALCEDO, Edward OL 6-0 219 FR Redondo Beach/Mira Costa 
88 SANCHEZ, Jose TE 6-0 170 FR Albuquerque, NM/Rio Grande 
67 SELLERS, Paul OLB 6-0 198 JR Los Angeles/Loyola 
85 SELTZER, Mark DL 5-11 230 so Escondido/Escondido 
40 SHAW, Frederick ILB 6-0 210 so Kaneohe, HI/Castle 
14 SILVA, Alfredo QB 5-10 185 FR Calexico/Calexico 
74 SIREK, Christian DL 6-5 195 so St. Paul , MN/St. Thomas Academy 
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1990 University of San Diego Alphabetical Football Roster 
NO. NAME POS. HGT. 
66 SMITH. Ray OL 6-2 
26 SPORRER. Scott RB 5-11 
32 SPRUIELL, Scott RB 5-11 
84 STANLEY, Noah WR 5-11 
16 STARICKA, Damian RB 5-10 
37 STEVENS, Chad DB 5-10 
93 SULLIVAN, Dan ILB 6-1 
86 TAJALLE, Pedro RB 5-6 
33 TAUMOEPEAU, Charlie RB 5-11 
55 TERRllO, Lenny ILB 6-2 
99 TOMLINSON, Tim DL 6-3 
78 TORYKIAN, Eric OL 6-1 
91 TREADWELL, Curtis OLB 6-2 
38 TREADWELL, Devoe DB 6-1 
29 TREU, Brian DB 5-10 
90 TUBBS, Bobby DL 6-3 
19 WALKER, Steve WR 5-8 
45 WALSH, Frank RB 6-0 
28 WASADA, Langford DB 5-9 
61 WASHAM, Jim DL 6-1 
89 WEITMAN, Neal OLB 6-1 
54 ZELLER, Matt OL 5-11 
UNIVERSITY PROFILE 
The University of San Diego is an independent, Catholic 
university located on a 170-acre mesa overlooking Mission Bay, 
San Diego Harbor, and the Pacific Ocean. The campus is named 
Alcala Park after the Spanish university town where St. Didacus 
(i.e., Diego) spent much of his time. 
Complementing its splendid natural setting is the University's 
location just 10 minutes from downtown San Diego - con-
veniently close to the major business, cultural, residential, and 
recreational areas, as well as the rail, bus and air terminals. 
Founded in 1949, USD is presently experiencing record 
attendance. Undergraduate enrollment stands at 3,600, graduate 
students bring the overall campus enrollment to 5,900. 
The University includes a College of Arts and Sciences, and 
Schools of Business Administration, Education, Nursing, and 
Law. Each is characterized by high academic standards, small 
classes, and excellent student-faculty relations. 
Though the majority of students come from the West Coast, 
every region of the United States is well-represented on campus. 
Students also attend USD from 24 foreign countries. 
Recreation and Athletic activities are expanding rapidly and 
include: sailing , crew, yoga, karate, surfing, modern dance, 
backpacking, and ballet. USD's intercollegiate sports for men 
include baseball, football , basketball, cross-country, golf, soccer, 
crew and tennis. 
In women's intercollegiate sports, USD fields programs in 






















































Evanston, WY/Big Bear (CA) 
El Segundo/El Segundo 
Minneapolis, MN/St. Thomas Academy 
San Diego/John F. Kennedy 
Millbrae/Mills 
Las Vegas, NV/Bishop Gorman 
Imperial Beach/Southwest 
Rockville Centre, NY/Chaminade 
Derby, KS/Kapaun Mt. Carmel 
Derby, KS/Kapaun Mt. Carmel 
Burlingame/Burlingame 
San Diego/University 




Tucson, AZ/Salpointe Catholic 
Corona/Corona 
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1990 TORERO FOOTBALL PROFILE 
Seven years ago, a goal was set by the new football staff to develop a foot-
ball program that was nationally recognized-and to do so while reflect-
ing the philosophy and values of the university. In order to achieve this 
goal, it remains important for the university to attract true student athletes. 
Not only must they be good football players, but good students as well. 
The USO football program is part of the NCAA division 111, which means 
they are nonscholarship. The division Ill philosophy places the emphasis 
on academics first, with athletics being an integral part of the educational 
process. This does not make division Ill football any less competitive or 
intense. Many great athletes who somehow "didn't measure up to the divi-
sion I standards," find themselves at division Ill programs. This makes for 
an exciting brand of football that is played with the same enthusiasm and 
fervor that you find at the " major college" programs. 
The USO football team has seen a tremendous growth over the last 
seven years. The quality of its players has risen steadily both academically 
and athletically. The minimum requirements for incoming students are 3.0 
GPA's with a 900 on the SAT, and many of the players on the present squad 
were highly honored student-athletes at their high schools. This combina-
tion of academics and athletics makes USO football an attractive oppor-
tunity for the serious student who is looking to get a good education as 
well as participating on an outstanding football team. 
The major recruiting emphasis is on high school seniors. This is a depar-
ture from the previous philosophy which depended heavily on transfers. 
To develop the consistency needed to be successful every year, players should be part of the program for four years. This 
process was slow, but has paid great dividends. National and regional rankings over the last three seasons, along with 
four Academic All-Americans the past four years, are just a few of the bench marks that point to how far this program 
has come. The team GPA of 2.8 indicates that USD's players are successful in the classroom as well. 
The Torero's offense is coming off one of its finest seasons since Coach Fogarty arrived on the scene in 1983. Since 
switching to the Wing T offense, USO has given opposing defenses many different things to worry about defending. This 
misdirection offense is perfectly suited for taking advantage of the strengths of San Diego's personnel. 
Although USO loses some key performers from the offense, the nucleus of last year's squad remains intact for another 
season. With six offensive starters returning from last year's 7-2 team, the Toreros are very optimistic for the 1990 season. 
The offensive line should be a Torero strength as key returners include 4-year senior Ray Smith (All-America candidate 
at tackle), junior center Gene Fontana, junior tackle Neil Greer and sophomore guard Sean Parks. Leading a versatile 
group of running backs is 4-year senior Ty Barksdale, along with juniors Charles Taumoepeau and John Eck. Taking the 
snaps should be 4th year senior Brendan Murphy who threw for 655 yards and 4 TD's a year ago. He will be backed up 
by sophomore Michael Bennett. Murphy's main targets will include senior TE Mike Hintze, junior TE Brad Leonard, junior 
WR Zac Fielder, senior WR Chris Redlew and senior TB Ty Barksdale out of the backfield. The Torero coaching staff has 
every reason to believe that the 1990 offense will be every bit as productive as their predecessors. 
The San Diego defense, which returns eight starters from last year's team, has established itself as one of the best in 
division Ill football. The secondary and inside linebacking corp return intact, and should provide the defense with the ex-
perience and leadership needed to have an outstanding season. 
All-America candidate Lenny Territo, a senior inside linebacker, and last year's leading tackler with 81 , is back for his 
final campaign. Also returning at ILB is junior Dan Chandler (45 tackles). Starters from the defensive line that are back 
include senior Rick Salazar and junior Jim Washam. Among those vying for the outside linebacking spots include juniors 
Ken Robak and Paul Sellers. 
Key returners in the secondary include senior CB Darryl Jackson (62 tackles and 11 pass deflections), senior FS Darby 
Barrett (58 tackles), junior SS Dave Paladino (50 tackles), senior CB Scott Bradley (32 tackles) and junior DB Greg Frinell. 
USD's special teams will be as exciting as ever with the return 
of two of the country's top performers. Junior Greg Frinell was 
among the nation's best in both punt and kickoff returns with 
averages of 13.0 and 32.4 yards per return respectively. All-
America candidate Dave Bergmann, a junior out of Seattle, 
Washington, will try to defend his division Ill field goal kicking 
title. He finished first in the nation among division Ill kickers in 
1989, making 14 of 18 attempts. Handling the punting chores will 
be 4-year senior John Gillis, who averaged 37.1 yards a punt in 
1989 and placed 9 of them inside the opponent's 20-yard line. 
1990 is the year when the Toreros hope to put it all together 
and reach their goal of going to the NCAA playoffs. Last season 
saw them ranked as one of the top six teams in the western region 
and just missing a berth for post-season play. But to reach this 
goal , the Toreros first must deal with a very tough schedule that 
includes two division II opponents as well as the teams that com-
prise the always tough SCIAC conference. The future looks very 




Michael Abshire (76) FR OL Chris Aparicio (83) FR WR Phillip Babb (50) SO OLB Ty Barksdale (24) SR RB 
. -.,  
Kevin Barres (64) FR DL Darby Barrett (49) SR DB Michael Bennett (13) SO QB Dave Bergmann (2) JR WR/K 
·..,,. 
Jeff Blazevich (36) SO DB Scott Bradley (22) SR DB Lance Brown (39) FR RB Scott Buccola (31) FR DB 
'~-
T.J. Burke (34) FR DB Marcus Carter (75) FR ILB Dan Chandler (51) JR ILB Morris Chavez (17) FR DB 
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1990 USD ALL-AMERICA CANDIDATES 
#2 Dave Bergmann 
6'1" 195 lbs. Junior Kicker 
Returns for his third season with the Toreros . .. 1990 First Team Pre-Season 
All-America (Sporting News) ... 1990 First Team Pre-Season All-America (Foot-
ball Gazette) ... 1989 USO Special Teams Player of the Year ... finished as 
the #1 field goal kicker in the nation last season in NCAA Division Ill foot-
ball ... made 14 of 18 attempts for .778 accuracy ... opened the '89 season 
with 5 consecutive FG's made over two games - including 4 of 4 made with 
a long of 46 yards against Whittier College . .. set a new USO single season 
record with his 14 FG's and tied two other USO records with 4 FG's made 
in a game and 5 consecutive FG's made ... also converted 24 of 25 PAT's 
to lead team with 66 points .. . Dave, who is a Communications major, prepped 
at Shorewood High School in Seattle, Washington. 
Coach Fogarty: "Dave is a very consistent kicker. With Dave doing the kick-
ing, we have a good chance to score anytime we get inside the 30 yard line." 
#55 Lenny Territo 
6'1" 237 lbs. Junior Inside Linebacker 
Lenny Territo returns for his third season with the Torero defense ... a 1990 
Honorable Mention Pre-Season All-America Selection (Football Gazette), Territo 
paced all USO defenders with 81 tackles in 1989 ... he posted 4 games in 
double digit tackles with a high of 14 against Claremont-Mudd-Scripps ... he 
also led the team in unassisted tackles with 31 solo hits ... in addition, he 
contributed 3 quarterback sacks (-32 yards), 6 quarterback hurries, 1 forced 
fumble, 1 fumble recovery and 1 interception ... Lenny, who is an Accounting 
major at USO, prepped at Bishop Gorman High School in Las Vegas, Nevada. 
Coach Fogarty: "Lenny is just beginning to reach his potential. His size and 
speed have made him a very versatile linebacker." 
#66 Ray Smith 
6'2" 255 lbs. Senior Offensive Tackle 
Fourth and final season with the University of San Diego ... is a 1990 
Honorable Mention All-America Selection (Football Gazette) ... has started 
all 3 years for the Toreros .. . as the main cog in a Torero offensive line that 
leads the way in the Torero Wing T attack, Smith has proven to be an effec-
tive and efficient blocker from his tackle position ... Torero running backs 
rushed for over 2,000 yards in 1989 behind the outstanding efforts of the 
offensive line headed by Smith .. . Ray, who is a Business major at USO, 
prepped at University of San Diego High School. 
Coach Fogarty: "Ray is a three year starter and has become a dominant force 
from his right tackle spot." 
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George Chumo (60) JR OL Kevin Clune (96) FR OLB Tom Connors (97) FR ILB Stephen Crandall (21) SO DB 
,.~ 
Victor Cruz (69) FR OL Bryan Dobson (47) FR DB John Eck (7) JR RB Aaron Egger (72) FR DL 
John Elkins (94) FR OLB Zac Fielder (3) JR WR Gene Fontana (62) JR OL Greg Frinell (5) JR DB 
f.'j_ ,,~- ~, 0. ¥ • '!'a C .\ I I f - 1 
Ryan Garcia (59) FR OL John Gillis (4) SR P/DL Ernest Gonzalez (63) SO OLB 
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The Best Thing 
to Hit San Diego 
Since Waves. 
I ntroducing San Diego's newest premier hotel and conference center - the 
Red Lion Hotel/San Diego. Adjacent to 
shops, theaters and restaurants within the 
OPENING OCTOBER 1990 
new "Brickyard" pavilion, the 
Red Lion is within minutes 
of all of San Diego's major 
attractions. Whether you're 
headed to Sea World, Jack 
Murphy Stadium, San 
Diego Zoo, Balboa Park, 
Old Town or the ocean 
beaches, you'll get there easily from the Red Lion. The hotel itself offers 
you plenty of attractions, including 300 oversized guest rooms and suites, 
superb restaurants, lively lounges, a complete fitness center, tennis courts 





~.,,::;., . up to 1,000. There's also free parking and 
a free airport shuttle (we're just 10 minutes 
from the San Diego Airport). So call for 
reservations or more information. And see 
why we're making waves in San Diego. e 
* .~: -::i:::,,,., -~ .. --
~,_....... 
\I....:,,, \ .. 
"""""""(.min 
• h><;S..UX,., 
M 7450 Hazard Center Drive • San Diego, California 92108 
(619) 297-5466 or 800-547-8010 
!========================~ 
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Neil Greer (68) JR OL 
Matt Horeczko (44) SO DB 
Michael Henry (42) FR RB 
Chris Huber (53) FR OL 
r------, 
I FREE I 
I BIG I 
IGULP!I 
I with I I this coupon I 
I only. I '-------~ DIVISION OF THE SOUTHLAND CORPORATION 
We now have 
GASOLINE 
6615 LINDA VISTA ROAD 
COME IN AND SAY HELLO TO 
BOBBY & SANDY WOODS 
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Mike Hintze (15) SR TE Vince Hodes (41) FR DB 
Norm Janikowski (70) FR Ol 
1990-91 USO Athletic Trainers 
(L-R) Steve Nell is, A .T.,C., Katie Martin, Todd Miccio, 
Lisa Armstrong, Melissa Conway, Carolyn Greer, M.A., 
A.T. ,C. , Hayley Nemeroff. 




USO BEATS POMONA-PITZER ... BOST UC SANTA BARBARA IN HOMECOMING GAME 
GAME INFORMATION: The USO Toreros, upping their record to 4-1 with last 
week 's 21-17 win over Pomona-Pitzer, host UC Santa Barbara in their final 
home game of the season today. It's USD's Homecoming Game. 
THE COACHES: USD's BRIAN FOGARTY is in the midst of his 8th season with the 
Toreros. Bis 1990 record is 4-1 and his overall mark is 37-34-2 . UCSB's 
Rick Candaele is in his 2nd year and is 3-2 this year and 11-4 overall. 
THE SERIES: The series began in 1984 and is tied 3-3. UCSB won last year ' s 
contest in Goleta 51-3. The last time the two teams met at Torero Stadium 
in 1988, it was also USD's Homecoming Game , and the Gauchos won 13-10 . 
THE TOREROS : San Diego got back on the winning track with a 21- 17 win over 
a much improved Pomona- Pitzer squad ... trailing 14-7 at haltime , the Toreros 
came back in the final 30 minutes to outscore the Sagehens 14-3 to pick up 
their fourth victory . .. senior QB BRENDAN MURPHY had two rushing TDs of 13 and 
1 yards , while sophomore RB GREGORY LIVENGOOD added a 1-yard plunge in the 
3rd quarter ... after Scott Bamburg, Pomona's QB, began the day connecting on 
his first four passes and six of first eight for 72 yards , USD's defensive 
secondary held him in check ... Bamburg finished the day just 14-of-41 for 175 
yards, 1 TD and 3 interceptions (USO picks by DAVE PALADINO, DARBY BARRETT 
and DARRYL JACKSON) ... the USD defense dominated the game , shutting down 
Pomona the final three quarters, and allowing them just 60 yards of total 
offense in the second half. . . USD, which was just 2 of 18 in third down 
conversions, allowed USD punter JOHN GILLIS to tie one USO record and set 
another .. . he tied the single season mark of 12 punts in a game (Joe Amidon 
vs . USIU , 1974) and set a new record for yards punted in a game with 448 (old 
record was 447, Joe Amidon vs. USIU, 1975) ... junior RB JOHN ECK paced the 
Torero rushers with 81 yards on 13 carries, incl uding a 35-yard sprint on his 
second carry of the game . .. with his two receptions, senior TE MIKE HINTZE 
became USD's firt receiver in double digits - he now has 11 on the season for 
165 yards . .. senior ZAC FIELDER had a good day returning kicks, with 4 punt 
returns for 103 yards (includi ng a 85-yard return) and 1 kickoff return for 
30 yards ... Fielder's punt return average on the season is 21.7 yards a return 
.. . junior kicker DAVE BERGMANN missed from 29 yards out against Pomona and 
is now 5- of-9 on the season (he is a perfect 4-for-4 from 40 yards out with 
a long of 47 ... junior DB DAVE PALADINO took over the lead in tackles with 46 
followed by junior ILB DAN CHANDLER (43). 
SENIORS PLAYING LAST HOME GAME : The Toreros will have eleven seniors suiting 
up for their last home game at Torero Stadium: Offensively - RB TY 
BARKSDALE, WR' s CHRIS REDLEW and ZAC FIELDER, QB BRENDAN MURPHY, TE MIKE
HINTZE and OT RAY SMITH ... Defensively - PUNTER/DL JOHN GILLIS, ILB LENNY 
TERRITO, DB DARRYL JACKSON, DB DARBY BARRETT and DB SCOTT BRADLEY. 
UCSB GAUCHOS: The Gauchos are a Division II football program with USO being 
its only Division III opponent ... with last weekend's 37-19 win at CS Hayward, 
the Gauchos upped their 1990 record to 3-2 ... scores from their first four 
games were a 42-10 loss to Sonoma State, a 22-6 win over Cal Lutheran, a 31-
27 win over Chico State and a 42-26 loss to San Francisco State . .. the Gauchos 
are averaging 45.2 yards rushing a game and 285 . 0 yards passing . . . they are 
giving up an average of 210 . 8 yards rushing and 179.8 yards passing a game 
... senior QB Mike Curtius is 105-for-178 in the passing department for 1350 
yards, 12 TDs and 4 interceptions . .. his three mai n targets include senior WR 
Johnny Ace (30 receptions for 516 yards and 7 TDs), junior WR Brian Fleming 
(27 receptions for 377 yards and 2 TDs and junior WR Amahl Thomas (20 catches 
for 275 yards and 1 TD) . .. the defense is led by sophomore ILB Dominic Freking 
(70 tackles) , senior ILB Mark Henigan (45 tackles) and senior DB Russ Taylor 
(34 tackles, 2 interceptions). 
NEXT WEEK: The Toreros travel to Whittier College on Saturday , October 20th. 
Kickoff is slated for 7 : 30 p . m. at Memorial Stadium. 
Enter today's 50/50 drawing 
and 
SUPPORT USD ATHLETICS! 
Chances are available for two for the price of $1. Tickets are available before 
the game and during the first half at both entrances to Torero Stadium. Half of 
the proceeds go to today's winner and half to USD Athletics. 
The winner will be announced during 
halftime of today's football game. 
Thank You! 
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1990 University of San Diego Toreros Numerical Roster 
No. Name Pos. Hgt Wt. Yr. No. Name Pos. Hgt. Wt. Yr. 
2 Dave Bergmann WR/K 6-1 195 Jr. 50 Phillip Babb OLB 5-11 170 So 
3 Zac Fielder WR 5-10 175 Jr. 51 Dan Chandler ILB 6--0 210 Jr. 
4 John Gillis P/ DL 6-1 210 Sr. 52 Carl Jubran OL 6-1 230 Fr. 
5 Greg Frinell DB 5-10 175 Jr. 53 Chris Huber OL 6--0 250 Fr. 
6 J im Morrison K 5-8 145 Sr. 54 Matt Zeller OL 5-11 210 Fr. 
7 John Eck RB 6-0 170 Jr. 55 Lenny Territo ILB 6-2 237 Jr. 
8 Jon Sackett QB 6-0 188 Fr. 56 Joe Norto n DL 5-9 205 Jr. 
9 Dave Paladino DB 5-8 175 Jr. 57 Edward Salcedo OL 6-0 219 Fr. 
10 Darryl Jackson DB 5-10 180 Sr. 58 Tom McLaughlin LB 6-1 195 So. 
11 Eric Lochtefeld QB 6-0 190 Fr. 60 George Chumo OL 6-0 210 Jr. 
12 Brendan Murphy QB 6-0 178 Sr. 61 Jim Washam DL 6-1 245 Jr. 
13 Michael Bennett QB 6-1 177 So. 62 Gene Fontana OL 6-0 240 Jr. 
14 Alfredo Silva RB 5-10 185 Fr. 63 Ernest Gonzalez OLB 5-8 185 So. 
15 Mike Hintze T E 6-2 225 Sr. 64 Kevin Barres DL 5-11 235 Fr. 
16 Damian Staricka RB 5-10 179 So. 65 Sean Parks OL 6-0 235 So. 
17 Morris Chavez DB 5-10 180 Fr. 66 Ray Smith OL 6-2 255 Sr. 
18 Jason Kelley WR 5-9 150 Fr. 67 Paul Sellers OLB 6-0 198 Jr. 
19 Steve Wa lker WR 5-8 177 So. 68 Neil Greer OL 6-2 240 Jr. 
20 Danny O'Dca DB 5-9 165 Fr. 69 Victor Cruz OL 6-1 256 Fr. 
21 Stephen Crandall DB 5-10 170 So. 70 Norm Janikowski OL 6-0 250 Fr. 
22 Scott Bradley DB 5-11 165 Sr. 7 1 Rick Salazar DL 6-0 205 Sr. 
23 Jamie Marble RB 5-5 150 Fr. 73 John Rcsko OL 6-0 250 So. 
24 Ty Barksdale RB 5-8 170 Sr. 74 Christian Sirek DL 6-5 195 So. 
25 Gregory Livengood RB 6-0 190 So. 75 Marcus Carter ILB 6-0 195 Fr. 
26 Scott Sporrer RB 5-11 180 So. 76 Michael Abshire OL 6-5 245 Fr. 
27 Scott Pearlman DB 5-9 170 Fr. 77 Barrett Pricor ILB 5-11 210 Fr. 
28 Langford Wasada DB 5-9 155 Fr. 78 Eric Torykian OL 6-1 265 Fr. 
29 Brian Trcu DB 5-10 170 Fr. 79 Ryan Garcia OL 5-10 250 Fr. 
30 John Lambert RB 5-10 175 Fr. 80 Miguel Powers TE 6-1 180 Fr. 
31 Scott Buccola DB 5-1 0 180 Fr. 8 1 Chris Redlew WR 5-6 135 Sr. 
32 Scoll Spruiell RB 5-11 180 Fr. 82 Brad Leonard TE 6-3 200 Jr. 
33 Charlie Taumocpeau RB 5-11 232 Jr. 83 Chris Aparicio WR 5-10 170 Fr. 
34 T J . Burke DB 5-10 180 Fr. 84 Noah Stanley WR 5-11 177 Fr. 
35 Mau Gildersleeve RB 5-7 165 Fr. 85 Mark Seltzer DL 5-11 230 So. 
36 Je ff Blazcvich DB 5-11 180 So. 86 Pedro Tajalle RB 5-6 155 Fr. 
37 Chad Stevens DB 5-10 180 So. 87 Kip Perry WR 5-10 145 Fr. 
38 DcVoe Treadwell DB 6-1 165 Fr. 88 Jose Sanchez T E 6-0 170 Fr. 
39 Lance Brown RB 5-8 173 Fr. 89 Neal Weitman OLB 6-1 198 Fr. 
40 Frederick Shaw OLB 6-0 210 So. 90 Bobby Tubbs DL 6-3 215 Fr. 
41 Vince Hodes DB 6-0 180 Fr. 9 1 Curtis Treadwell OLB 6-2 175 Fr. 
42 Michael Henry RB 5-7 150 Fr. 92 Devid Lundy DL 5-6 180 Fr. 
43 Jason Newman DB 5-10 170 Fr. 93 Dan Sullivan ILB 6-1 210 Fr. 
44 Mall Horeczko DB 5-11 170 So. 94 John Elkins ILB 6-1 185 Fr. 
45 Frank Walsh RB 6-0 195 Jr. 95 Ken Robak O LB 6-2 208 Jr. 
46 Bill Mathaucr LB 6-0 195 So. 96 Kevin Clune OLB 6-3 200 Fr. 
47 Bryan Dobson DB 6-0 175 Fr. 97 Tom Connors ILB 5-8 205 Fr . 
48 Darrick Morse DB 5-10 170 Fr. 98 Frank Knafelz LB 5-11 200 Fr. 
49 Darby Barrett DB 6-1 190 Sr. 99 Tim Tomlinson DL 6-3 235 Jr. 
r ' Torero Coaching Staff 
Head Coach: Brian Fogarty (8th Season) - Offensive Coordinator 
Assistants: Kevin McGarry (Defensive Coordinator/Defensive Backs), 
Mike Rish (Quarterbacks and Receivers), Jack Rubidoux (Ronning Backs), 
America's Most l Tim Oder (Special Teams and Inside Linebackers), Ernie Monfiletto (Offen 
sivc Line), Dave Dunn (Defensive Linc), Matt Scholl (Outside Linebackers). 
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1990 University of California - Santa Barbara Numerical Roster 
No. Name Pos. Hgt Wt. Yr. No. Name Pos. Hgt. Wt. Yr. 
ffl 
1 Brian Fleming WR 6-2 210 Jr. 49 Eric Frcking DB 5-11 180 Fr. 
2 Amahl Thomas WR 5-11 180 Jr. 50 Dan Hunt OG 6-2 220 Fr. 
3 Brent Anderson PK 6-1 190 Sr. 51 Dominic Freking !LB 5-10 210 So. 
4 E . Washington WR 5-11 175 So. 52 Geoff Staff OL 6-0 225 Jr. GO 5 Tait Whitchurch OLB 6-1 200 So. 53 Paul LcBlanc C 6-2 215 Fr. 
6 Jeff Neal DB 5-11 190 Sr. 54 Kirk Langer ILB 5-10 192 Fr. 
7 David Franco QB 5-10 174 Fr. 55 Lance Comes OL 6-3 240 So. 
8 A. Dec Williams DB 6-2 180 Fr. 56 Jon Todd OLB 5-11 190 Jr. 
9 Ryan Jensen WR 5-10 180 So. 57 Matt Galeener OL 6-1 270 So. 
10 Rick Wildt QB 6-2 200 Jr. 58 Chris Rzewuski ILB 6-0 190 Fr. 
11 Johnny Ace WR 5-10 175 Sr. 59 Peter Malac !LB 6-1 215 Fr. 
12 Mike Curtius QB 6-3 205 Sr. 60 Solomon Major DL 6-2 240 Fr. 
13 Dave Ellis OLB 6-3 210 So. 61 James Whitcmyer DL 6-0 240 Sr. 
14 Rob Norberg QB 5-10 160 So. 62 Philip Miele DL 6-0 192 Fr. 
15 Brian W emicke QB 6-1 190 Fr. 63 Joe Mahoney OLB 6-3 190 Fr. 
16 Rich Bellucci QB 5-11 215 Fr. 64 Josh Gettis C 6-0 225 Fr. 
17 Joe Ward WR 6-0 190 Fr. 65 Tracey Lassere !LB 5-11 195 Fr. 
18 Tim Stone DB 5-10 165 Jr. 66 Paul Beran OL 6-0 250 So. 
19 Larry Israel p 5-11 175 Fr. 67 Travis Whiscnent OLB 6-1 220 Fr. 
20 Mike Spinello OLB 6-0 205 Jr. 68 Daren Musket PK 6-0 175 Jr. 
21 Pat Breitenbach DB 6-0 180 So. 69 Marques Humpal !LB 6-0 200 So. 
22 Emmanuel Zola RB 5-10 180 Sr. 70 Daryl Gagliardi OL 5-10 240 Sr. 
23 Scott Choma DB 5-10 180 So. 72 Dan Gibbons OG 6-3 215 Fr. 
24 Kurt Bomke DB 5-11 183 Jr. 71 Byron Briggs OL 5-11 270 Sr. 
25 Clay Hollon WR 6-2 190 Jr. 73 Greg Hirschler OL 6-1 240 So. 
26 Mark Henigan ILB 6-1 200 Sr. 74 Mike Nicholson OT 6-2 210 Fr. 
27 Matt Brown OLB 5-11 190 Fr. 75 Evan Gordon OL 6-2 230 Fr. 
28 Mike Addicott RB 5-11 190 So. 76 James Lasch DB 5-11 165 Fr. 
29 James Fraser DB 5-10 170 Fr. 77 Brad Amman OL 6-1 230 So. 
30 Tyler Riddell RB 5-8 175 Jr. 78 Tamer Nassar OT 6-3 225 Fr. 
31 Russ Taylor DB 5-10 170 Sr. 79 Rich Sherman OG 6-2 265 J r. 
32 Charlie Bostic DB 5-10 200 Sr. 80 Andy Wilson WR 5-11 185 So. 
33 Paul Geddes-Osborne OL 6-2 225 Fr. 81 Jason Halladay DB 6-0 185 Fr. 
34 Ross Bauer RB 5-8 185 Jr. 82 Brian Chatard OLB 6-3 190 Jr. 
35 Jack Sale rno ILB 5-9 200 So. 83 Shawn Wallace WR 6-2 170 Fr. 
36 Nick Nicolski DB 5-10 180 Jr. 84 Rob Dade WR 6-1 180 Fr. 
37 Shevy Magien DB 5-10 180 Fr . 85 Jeremy Findel TE 6-3 220 Fr. 
38 James Russell PK 6-0 180 Jr. 86 Brian Stewart TE 6-2 195 Fr. 
39 Joel Jacobi RB 5-10 210 So. 87 Todd Slosek WR 5-11 175 Fr. 
40 Zack Freedman DB 5-11 185 Fr. 88 Adam Loew TE 6-3 210 So. 
41 Colin Havert RB 6-0 196 Fr. 89 Lenncy Tran DB 5-10 170 Fr. 
42 Ron Bush DB 6-2 180 J r. 90 Vic Giacalone DL 5-10 230 So. 
43 Sean Breaux DB 6-0 180 Fr. 91 Dave Smith DL 6-3 235 Jr. 
44 Broderick Spencer OLB 5-10 210 J r. 92 Kyle Krout DL 6-3 260 Fr. 
45 Chris Hacker !LB 5-10 210 Jr. 94 BJ. Shamblin WR 6-0 160 Fr. 
46 Peter Burke RB 6-1 185 Fr. 95 Tim Gordon DL 5-11 240 Sr. 
47 Paul Shaheen RB 5-10 185 Fr. 96 Dom Giacalone DB 5-8 165 Fr. 
48 Matt Perry DB 6-2 210 Jr. 98 Scott Kirkpattrick DL 6-5 235 So. 
99 Steve Brooks DL 6-3 225 Fr. 
UCSB Coaching Staff 
Head Coach: Rick Candaele (2nd Season) 
Assistants: Steve Rctzleff, Tom Melvin, Jim Sterbick, Steve Marks, Paul Wright 
"?requent Flyer sM The Gaucho Future: The Freshmen 
Jason McGinnis. Noel Neptune, Steve Henderson. Mike Trovato. Devin Donohue. Brian Clark. Matt Sherard, Ben Kah.rt 
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USD GRIDIRON CLUB 
THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO FOOTBALL PROGRAM WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING 
PEOPLE FOR THEIR GENEROSITY IN GIVING TO THE GRIDIRON CLUB. THEIR EFFORTS HA VE 
HELPED IN REACHING MANY OF OUR GOALS FOR IMPROVING THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO 
FOOTBALL PROGRAM. 
ANYONE WHO WOULD LIKE INFORMATION ON JOINING THE GRIDIRON CLUB, PLEASE CONTACT 
THE USD SPORTS CENTER. THE USD ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT PHONE NUMBER IS (619) 260-4803. 
TOUCHDOWN CLUB 
ANONYMOUS 
MR. & MRS. RICHARD TORYKIAN 
BUDDY & CHRIST A BARKSDALE 
ANONYMOUS 
QUARTERBACK CLUB 
MR. & MRS. JOSEPH CIATTI 
LINEBACKER CLUB 
MR. & MRS. WILLIAM PARROTT 
BILL & BERNIE HINTZE 
GEORGE & JUDI STEVENS 
JOANNE & KEVIN MURPHY 
GUY RICCIARDULLI* 
McALPIN & COMPANY* 
CHARLES & VIRGINIA LOCHTEFELD 
ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURING CO. 
LEROY &PAT CHANDLER 
THESPORRERFAMILY 
MR. & MRS. R.M. ABSHIRE 
LAWRENCE ROBAK 
PETER & JULIE OLIVER* 
JOHN E. MURRAY 
A. JACKSON MUECKE* 
NASLAND ENGINEERING 
FOOTBALL PATRON 
MR. & MRS. P.J. CONNOLLY 
THOMAS FRANKLIN* 
ERIK PETERSON* 
JOHN & SUSAN BERGMANN 
MICHAEL MAHER* 
MR. & MRS. JOSEPH MUKLEVICZ 
CHARLIE PILLON* 




CAPT. & MRS. RAY SMITH 
TEDWOOLERY 
JACK & MARY McLAUGHLIN 
MR. & MRS. JOSEPH ELKINS 
ALUMNI CLUB 








MA TT HAN I GER 
JOHN FINNERAN 
STEVEBUBEL 
*DENOTES THOSE DONORS THAT WOULD ALSO LIKE TO BE RECOGNIZED 
AS UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO FOOTBALL ALUMNI. 
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,. . 
Carl Jubran (52) FR OL Jason Kelley (18) FR WR Frank Knafelz (98) FR LB 
Brad Leonard (82) JR TE Gregory Livengood (25) SO RB Eric Lochtefeld (11) FR OB 
Light UP TORERO STADIUM 
We seek to replace t he existing field 
lighting system and electrical layout of 
Torero Stadium with a high quality system. 
Completion of the project will have a 
positive impact on USD athletics and make 
sporting events in the stadium much more 
enjoyable for our fans. 
Better lighting will improve the quality of 
play during night contests as well as provide 
dramatically better lighting for night 
practices. It will also eliminate the constant 
concern for system breakdown during 
practices and games. 
Improving the stadium will also create 
more pride within our program - which 
directly affects performance on the field. 
Brian Fogarty 
Head Football Coach 
John Lambert (30) FR RB 
Devid Lundy (92) FR DL 
For further information on how you can become involved, 
call Head Coach Brian Fogarty at 619/260-4740. 
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Incomplete forward pass
Penalty declined
No play, no score
Toss option delayed
"~1 
Legal touching of forward Inadvertent whistle
side to side) First down pass or scrimmage kick (Face Press Box)
18 v--1 19 
(High School)
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Illegal kicking Invalid fair catch signg al 
Sideline interferenceRunning into (NCAA) (Followed by pointing(High School)
Illegal participation (NCAA)I toward toe for kicking Illegal fair catch signa
35 
'~ "~ 
38 " (pl " 41 - , "1J1 i;,,,I \,,·1\I J'-, ' l11_, 
Illegal pass .~,-
Illegal forward Ineligible downfield Blocking below waist
handing Intentional grrounding
Clipping  Chop block
., 43 .. '' ., 
46 ~+W)j >'i ;;:;i 
I!·•· 
ti 
\ ,-, -,1 
' ~ 
Holding or obstructing helmet opening Tripping Player disqualification
Tom McLaughlin (58) SO LB 
Darrick Morse (48) FR DB 
Danny O'Dea (20) FR DB 
I • • l . _,..._ 
Kip Perry (87) FR WR 
Jamie Marble (23) FR RB Bill Mathauer (46) SO LB Jim Morrison (6) SR K 
Brendan Murphy (12) SR QB Jason Newman (43) FR DB Joe Norton (56) JR DL 
' --· f 
Dave Paladino (9) JR DB Sean Parks (65) SO OL Scott Pearlman (27) FR DB 
Miguel Powers (80) FR TE Barrett Pricor (77) FR ILB Chris Redlew (81) SR WR 
23 
John Resko (73) SO OL Ken Robak (95) JR OLB Chris Romero (79) FR ILB Jon Sackett (8) FR QB 




DIVISION OF SOUTHLAND CORPOAAT10N 
r - - - - - - - CUT OUT - - - - - - - 7 
: Your Party Stop! : 
I I 
: 30~ OFF of any 6 Pack/ : 
1 12 Pack Beer Package 1 
I I 
I 5150 Linda Vista Road I 
I San Diego, CA 92110 • 574-0221 I 




I. Fight Toreros, Fight Toreros 
Win this game to-day 
All the teams that came to beat us 
Try and try but can't defeat us 
Shout Toreros a loud Ole! 
II. Fight Toreros, Fight Toreros 
On to victory 
We live by our reputation 
As the greatest in the nation 
Fight Toreros of USO. 
Mark Seltzer (85) SO DL 
Ray Smith (66) SR OL 
.... 
f;:l 
l I ,t 
Frederick Shaw (40) SO ILB 
Scott Sparrer (26) SO RB 
Alfredo Silva (14) FR QB 
Scott Spruiell (32) SO RB 
The 1990-91 USD Cheerleaders 
Front L-R: Becky Barone, Rosalie Borboa (Coach), Nicole Schuler. 
Christian Sirek (74) SO DL 
Noah Stanley (84) FR WR 
Middle L-R: Christina Hernandez, Jennifer Jolly, Yolanda Gonzalez, Deborah Vidosic, Kristen Weaver. 
Back L-R: Conrad Babida, Bo Michael Guillen, Jocbethem Tahapary, J.R. Massey, James Fontaine (Head Cheerleader). 
Not Pictured: Brandt Wilson, Sara Paz. 
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Damian Staricka (16) SO RB 
. '* ,,. 





Curtis Treadwell (91) FR OLB 
r:~, 
I ...,. 
Steve Walker (19) SO WR 
Chad Stevens (37) SO DB 
Lenny Territo (55) JR ILB 
-
DeVoe Treadwell (38) FR DB 
Frank Walsh (45) JR RB 
Dan Sullivan (93) FR ILB 
r, .. 
Tim Tomlinson (99) JR DL 
Brian Treu (29) FR DB 
"" ' '!:' . ' 
",i •-~ ,1·· ,, 
,~ ,f ,If 
Langford Wasada (28) FR DB 
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Pedro Tajalle (86) FR RB 
I 
Eric Torykian (78) FR OL 
Bobby Tubbs (90) FR DL 
Jim Washam (61) JR DL 




Serving San Diego since 1933 
The Finest Quality 
Meat • Seafood • Pou lt ry 
1079 West Morena Blvd. (619) 276-9360 
What Is A Torero? 
A Torero is a Mexican Bullfighter. 
Prior to 1963, the University of 
San Diego's nickname was the 
"Pioneers ." 
The origin of the university's 
Torero nickname is unknown, but 
the founding father of the University 
of San Diego, Bishop Buddy, was 
q uite fascinated with Mexican history 
and it is believed that the unique 
nickname is a result of his influence. 
LIQUOR DELICATESSEN 
FRESH DELI SANDWICHES 
FRESH PRODUCE 
MORENA BLVD. MARKET 
1045 MORENA BLVD. 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92110 
ALBERT TUEY 296-1623 
THE COUNTRY DELI 
Country Breakfast 
Country Special . . . . . . . . . . 3. 4 9 
2 eggs, country fried potatoes, homemade 
bran muffin and your choice of Ham, Bacon, 
or Country Style Sausage . 
Burgers 
* Burger I/3 lb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 4 9 
~' Burger with bacon/cheese 1/3 lb. . . 3. 1 9 
* Burger 112 lb . . ... . . .. ....... 3. 0 9 
* Burger with bacon/cheese 1/2 lb. . . 3 . 7 9 
* Greek Gyro ....... . .. .. . . .. 3. 4 9 
* Peppersteak/To rpedo .. ... 3. 5 9 
All kinds o f sandwiches from 
the slice r. 
6 110 Friars Road 295-9 766 
Monday - Saturday 7 a.rn. - 8:00 p.rn. 
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Japanese Food 
Chicken Teriyaki . . . . . . 4. 9 S 
Chicken Cuttct . . . . . . . . 4 . 9 5 
Kushi Katsu ...... .. .. . 4 . 9 5 
Gyoza .......... . .. . . . . 4 . 9 5 
Yak i Soba .. . . . . . .. .. . . 5. 2 5 
Serving Lunch and Dinner 
FREE 
Medium Soda with 
Lunch or Dinne r. 
VALID ONLY WITH THIS COUPON 
OFFER EXPIRES OYEMBER 15, 1990 
--------------------------
USD TORERO OPPONENTS 
OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE 
Location: . . .. . .. .. . .. Los Angeles, CA 
President: .. . .. . . . Dr. John B. Slaughter 
Athletic Director: . .. .. Dr. Lynn Pacala 
Head Coach: ............. Dale Widolff 
Record at School/Years: . . 56-21-2/8 Yrs. 
Assistants: ... Mike Schmidt, Bill Dobson 
Lanny Julias, Earl Graves, Greg Seamon 
S.I.D.:. . .Jim Kerman 
Enrollment: . . .. . .. 1,650 
Team Nickname: ... . .... .. ... .. Tigers 
Colors: . .. . .. Orange and Black 
Stadium: ..... . .. Patterson Field (3,000) 
Conference: .... SCIAC 
1988 Record: ............... 7-2 
Lettermen Returning: . . .. . 40 
Starters Returning: ........ 15 
Offense: ... Pro Set 
























14 9/8 at San Diego 
14 9/15 Whittier 
12 9/22 Azusa Pacific 
9/29 at La Verne 
17 10/6 Trin ity College 
14 10/13 Bye 
26 10/20 Pomona-Pitzer 
17 10/27 Claremont-McKenna 
0 11/3 at Redlands 
11/10 at Pomona-Pitzer 
CLAREMONT-MUDD-SCRIPPS Sept. 15 at Torero Stadium 
Location: . . ...... Claremont, CA 
President: . . ...... Jack Stark 
Athletic Director: ... John Zinda 
Head Coach: .. John Zinda 
Record at School/Years: .. 86-95-3/21 Yrs. 
Assistants:Chris Parkson, Dennis DiCamillo, 
Randy Town, Paul Sanfellipo, Mike Robles 1989 RESULTS (3-6) 1990 SCHEDULE 
S.I.D.:... . ... . Grayle Howlett 
Enrollment: . . 1,900 Bye 
Team Nickname: .. Stags 8 Menlo 
Colors: ............. Maroon and Gold 13 San Diego 
Stadium: ... .... .. .. Stags Field (2,500) 23 Whittier 
Conference: .. SCIAC 42 Trinity (TX) 
1988 Record: .................... 3-6 45 Pomona-Pitzer 
Lettermen Returning: ......... 42 14 Occidental 
Starters Returning: ....... 13 21 Redlands 
Offense: .. . Pro Set 17 La Verne 
Defense: ................... 3-4 35 Pomona-Pitzer 
UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE 
Location: ...... La Verne, CA 
President: .. .. . .. . .. Dr. Steven Morgan 
Athletic Director: .... Roland L. Ortmayer 
Head Coach: . . .... Roland L. Ortmayer 
Record at School/Years: 186-181-6/42 Yrs. 
Assistants: .... Rex Huigens, Bill Shier, 
Scott Shier, Curtis Frick, 
Monse Estrada, Bob Morgan 
S.I.D.: ................ Pam Maunakea 
Enrollment: . .. .. .... .. . . 900 
Team Nickname: . Leopards 
Colors: ........ Dark Green and Orange 
Stadium: . . . Arnett Field (2,000) 
Conference: . .... SCIAC 
1988 Record: ..... . . .. .. . ........ 4-5 
Lettermen Returning: . ...... 32 
Starters Returning: .... .... 12 
Offense: . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . Pro Set 























10 9/15 at San Diego 
30 9/22 at Pomona-Pitzer 
27 9/29 Menlo 
20 10/6 La Verne 
0 10/13 Cal Lutheran 
44 10/20 at Redlands 
35 10/27 at Occidental 
33 11/3 Whittier 
14 11/10 at La Verne 
Sept. 22 at Arnett Field 
1990 SCHEDULE 
9/8 Bye 
19 9/15 Redlands 
44 9/22 San Diego 
24 9/29 Occidental 
19 10/6 at Claremont-McKenna 
42 10/13 at Whittier 
38 10/20 at Cal Lutheran 
27 10/27 at Azusa Pacific 
17 11/3 Pomona-Pitzer 
42 11/10 Claremont-McKenna 
UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS 
Location: . . ......... Redlands, CA 
President: . .. Dr. James Appleton 
Athletic Director: ...... . Greg Warzecka 
Head Coach: ...... . .. .. Mike Maynard 
Record at School/Years: .... 10-8-012 Yrs. 
Assistants: .. . ... Whit Brown, Pat Foster, 
John Fouch, Kirk Haza, Kevin lriart, 
Ken Miller, Mike Sanders 
S.I.D.: .................. Ross Haefer 
Enrollment: . . .. ... . 1,500 
Team Nickname: ...... . ...... Bulldogs 
Colors: ............. Maroon and Grey 
Stadium: ... Ted Runner Stadium (6,800) 
Conference: .. SCIAC 
1988 Record: .......... .... ..... 4-5-0 
Lettermen Returning: ........ 34 
Starters Returning: .. ..... 17 
Offense: . . .. . Wing T 
Defense: . . .. Multiple 
1989 RESULTS (4-5) 
6 San Francisco State 
19 La Verne 
27 Azusa Pacific 






42 La Verne 
POMONA-PITZER COLLEGE 
Location: .............. Claremont, CA 
President: .... Dr. David Alexander 
Athletic Director: . . . Curtis Tong 
Head Coach: .. Clarence Thomas 
Record at School/Years: ... 14-57-018 Yrs. 
Assistants: ... Phil Avalos, Sam Cropsey, 
David Flores, Leo Guest, John Hart, 
Jim Barker, Paul Labarrere, 
S.I.D.: .................. Open 
Enrollment: ..... ..... . ... ...... 2,000 
Team Nickname: . . . Sagehens 
Colors: .. .. ....... Blue, White, Orange 
Stadium: . . Alumni Field (7,500) 
Conference: .... SCIAC 
1988 Record: ... ... .............. 1-7 
Lettermen Returning: .. .. .... 29 
Starters Returning: .. .. 18 
Offense: .... " I" Pro Set 
Defense: . . ......... 3-4 
1989 RESULTS (1-7) 
Bye 
13 Colorado College 
14 Occidental 
Bye 
6 San Diego 
O Claremont-McKenna 
9 Redlands 
27 La Verne 
12 Whittier 
14 Claremont-McKenna 
UC SANTA BARBARA 
Location: . . .... Santa Barbara, CA 
President: ... Dr. Barbara Uehling 
Athletic Director: .... John Kasser 
Head Coach: . . . Rick Candaele 
Record at School/Years: ...... 8-2/1 Yr. 
Assistants: ... Steve Retzleff, Tom Melvin 
Jim Sterbick, Steve Marks, Paul Wright 
S.I.D.: ... Bill Mahoney 
Enrollment: . . 18,500 
Team Nickname: . Gauchos 
Colors: . . .... Blue and Gold 
Stadium: . . . .. Harder Stadium (17,000) 
Conference: . . Independent 
1988 Record: .. 8-2 
Lettermen Returning: ...... 35 
Starters Returning: ...... 11 
Offense: . I Back 
Defense: . . .... 3-4 
1989 RESULTS (8-2) 
24 Humboldt State 
22 Chico State 
14 San Francisco State 
24 Cal Lutheran 
24 Sonoma State 
27 St. Mary's 
30 CS Hayward 
51 San Diego 
59 Menlo 










































at La Verne 
at Whittier 
at San Diego 


























at La Verne 
Occidental 















at Cal Lutheran 
Chico State 
San Francisco State 
at CS Hayward 
at San Diego 
Bye 
St. Mary's 
at Azusa Pacific 
Western New Mexico 
at Humboldt State 
WHITTIER COLLEGE Oct. 20 at Memorial Stadium 
Location: ... ........ Whittier, CA 
President: . .. .. ........ Dr. James Ash 
Athletic Director: ...... . .. Dave Jacobs 
Head Coach: . . ... Don Uyeshima 
Record at School/Years: . 0-0/First Yr. 
Assistants: . Tak Kobayashi, Paul Baviello, 
m 
Tim Younger, Mike Haney 
S.I.D.: ................... Rock Carter 
Enrollment: ... . -1,000 
Team Nickname: ... . .. ... Poets 
Colors: .. ... . .. ...... Purple and Gold 
Stadium: . . . . Memorial (7,000) 
Conference: ................. . SCIAC 
1988 Record: ......... . .. . ....... 3-6 
Lettermen Returning: .. .. ... 53 
Starters Returning: ........... . .... 18 
Offense: .. Multiple 
Defense: . . .... .. Multiple 
MENLO COLLEGE 
Location:. . . Atherton, CA 
President: .. ..... . . ... Dr. David Butler 
Ath letic Director: ........... Don Baikie 
Head Coach: .. .. ..... . .... Ray Solari 
Record at School/Years: . . 95-75-6/18 Yrs. 
Assistants: ... Doug Dressler, Bill August, 
Jack Burgett, Tom Byrd, Peter Oross 
S.I.D.: ..... ...... .. ....... Mike Ipsen 
Enrollment: ...... .. .. ......... .. 650 
Team Nickname: .............. .. Oaks 
Colors: ...... . ........ Blue and White 
Stadium: .......... Conner Field (1 ,000) 
Conference: . Independent 
1988 Record: . . . 3-6 
Lettermen Returning: .. .. .......... 25 
Starters Returning: . ... 13 
Offense: .... Pro Set 
Defense: ..... . .. . ......... 3-4 
1989 RESULTS (3-6) 
Bye 
0 San Diego 19 
6 Humboldt State 29 
24 Claremont-Mc Kenna 20 
19 La Verne 23 
14 Redlands 42 
6 Azusa Pacific 31 
21 Occidental 16 
36 Pomona-Pitzer 12 
0 Occidental 7 
• . 1989 RESULTS (3-6) 
16 Occidental 14 
10 Claremont-McKenna 8 
6 Sonoma State 42 
Bye 
7 Humboldt State 67 
14 San Francisco State 20 
o St. Mary's 35 
40 Azusa Pacific 28 
O UC Santa Barbara 59 
19 San Diego 31 
1990 SCHEDULE 
9/8 Bye 
9/15 at Occidental 
9/22 Redlands 
9/29 at Pomona-Pitzer 
10/6 Azusa Pacific 
10/13 La Verne 
10/20 San Diego 
10/27 Cal Lutheran 
11/3 at Claremont-McKenna 
11/10 at Redlands 
Oct. 27 at Conner Field 
1990 SCHEDULE 
9/8 at Rocky Mt. College 
9/15 CS Hayward 
9/22 at San Francisco State 
9/29 at Claremont-McKenna 
10/6 Humboldt State 
10/13 British Columbia 
10/20 at Azusa Pacific 
10/27 San Diego 
11/3 Aurora University 
AZUSA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY Nov. 10 at Cougar Stadium 
Location: . .. . Azusa, CA 
President: . . .. Dr. Richard Felix 
Athletic Director: .. . . ... Dr. Cliff Hamlow 
Head Coach: . ... .......... Jim Mil hon 
Record at SchoolNears: . . 64-41-2/12 Yrs. 
Assistants: . Doug Barnett, Dave Williams, 
S. I.D.: . . . Nick Dawson 
Enrollment: .. 1,600 
Team Nickname: . . .. Cougars 
Colors: . . ...... Orange, Black & White 
Stadium: . . . ... Cougar Field (3,000) 
Conference: . ... Independent 
1988 Record: . . . . . 4-5 
Lettermen Returning: ...... 41 
Starters Returning: .. 11 
Offense: . ... Pro Set 
























9/8 Cal Lutheran 
27 9/15 at Chico State 
0 9/22 at Occidental 
9/29 Humboldt State 
14 10/6 at Whittier 
6 10/13 Bye 
28 10/20 Menlo 
21 10/27 La Verne 
14 11/3 UC Santa Barbara 
11/10 San Diego 
USD ALL-TIME RECORDS 
RECORD AGAI NST OPPONENTS 
TEAM W I PF PA
Air Force Academy 0 0 0 46 SAN DIEGO 
Azusa Pacific Univcrsi1y 9 I 4 0 3 8 I 4 I 6 
BUSINESS MACHINES Cal Lutheran I 8 0 79 3 I I 
Cal Poly Pomona 2 5 0 IO I 192 Typewriters/Portable & Office Models 
Cal Poly-SLO 0 I 0 I 4 3 6 
Cal State Hayward 0 0 2 I 40 Calculators, Word Processors, Fax, 
Cal State Long Beach 0 0 I 2 I 4 Copiers, & Much More . 
Cal State Los Angeles I 0 66 I 3 I 
Cal State Northridge 0 0 3 9 17 0 Sales 1159 Cushman Avenue 
Cal Tech 2 0 89 6 
Service San Diego, CA 92110 Chapman College I 0 42 27 
Chico State 0 I 0 0 23 Rentals 
Chino Institute I 0 0 46 I 4 
Suppl ies (619) 297-8146 Claremont-Mudd-Scripps 9 7 0 314 229 
Colorado Western State I 0 0 46 I 4 
Humboldt State 0 2 I 35 IO I 
J.Y. Teams 2 I 0 67 4 I 
Idaho State 0 0 24 0 
International Teams 0 0 IO I I 9 
University of La Verne 11 6 0 364 282 
Lewis and Clark I 0 0 3 3 0 
Loyola Marymount 2 3 0 136 99 
Menlo College 2 2 0 5 6 70 
Military Teams 7 5 0 28 2 232 
Montana State 0 3 0 I 3 99 
University of Montana 0 0 24 I 3 
New Mexico Military 0 0 I 4 I 2 
New Mexico Western I 0 5 3 57 
Northern Arizona 2 I 27 74 
Occidental College I 0 I 3 1 6 3 3 I 
University of Pac ific I 0 7 40 
Pepperdi ne University 4 I 0 111 45 
Pomona-Pitzer Colleges 1 7 I I 592 205 
University of Redlands 7 8 0 25 0 22 I 
St. Mary's College (Cal.) 5 I 2 0 234 319 
San Diego State University 0 I 0 I 2 42 
University of San Francisco I 0 0 27 I 4 
San Francisco State 0 2 0 6 60 
Sonoma State I 0 0 I 4 7 
Southern Cal College 2 0 0 94 28 
UC Riverside 0 0 43 I 3 I 
UC Santa Barbara 3 0 8 I I I 3 
USO Alumni I 0 26 8 
U.S. International 3 2 17 0 210 
Westminster College I 0 I 4 I 3 
Whinier College 9 0 301 28 I 
Wittenberg College 0 I 0 14 21 
Totals 120 I 28 6 47 91 4857 
HISTORY OF USD COACHING RECORDS 
USD OPP 
YEAR WON LOST TIED WIN% PTS PTS COACH
I 95 6 2 3 0 .400 68 108 Gil Kuhn 
1957 6 3 0 .667 235 134 Bob McCutcheon 
1958 8 2 0 .800 257 136 Bob McCutcheon 
1959 I 5 0 .167 84 198 Paul Platz 
1960 4 5 .450 165 199 Mike Pecarovich 
I 96 I 2 8 .200 90 272 Mike Pecarovich 
1969 * 5 2 .714 133 123 Jim Gray 
1970 • 2 6 .250 169 136 Jim Gray 
1971 * 3 5 .375 144 206 Jim Gray 
1972* 6 3 .650 209 174 Andy Vinci 
1973 9 2 I .792 455 169 Andy Vinci 
1974 3 8 0 .273 132 304 Dick Logan 
1975 2 7 0 .222 121 226 Dick Logan Brian Fogarty 
1976 I 7 I . 167 IOI 250 Bill Williams 
1977 2 8 0 .200 137 176 Bill Williams 
1978 7 0 .700 219 153 Bill Williams 
I 97 9 5 0 .455 193 241 Bill Williams 
1980 6 0 .545 208 189 Bill Williams 
I 98 I 9 I 0 .900 290 163 Bill Williams 
1982 4 6 0 .400 219 160 Bill Williams 
I 9 8 3 5 5 0 .500 189 200 Brian Fogarty 
1984 I 8 . 150 I 11 242 Brian Fogarty 
I 98 5 5 5 .500 150 172 Brian Fogarty 
1986 4 6 .400 144 168 Brian Fogarty 
I 98 7 6 .650 209 100 Brian Fogarty 
1988 5 .556 143 106 Brian Fogarty 
1989 7 778 216 152 Brian Fogarty
TOTALS 120 128 .484 4791 4857 9 Coachcs/27 Yrs. 
• Denotes Club Teams. 
Bill Williams 
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FINAL 1989 USD FOOTBALL STATISICS 
RESULTS AND ATTENDANCE (7-2) RECEIVING NO YDS ID LG
Sept. 9 ( W) AZUSA PACIFIC 24- 6 ( 3827 ) Jackson, T . 12 141 11 .8 0 3 1 
Sept . 16 ( W) WHITTIER 19- 0 ( 2107) Hintze 10 198 19 .8 2 72 
Sept . 23 (W) at Cl a r e mont-McKenna 30-13 ( 578) Bar ksdale 8 85 10 . 6 0 23 
Sept. 30 (W) at Redlands 23-17 ( 2439) Whi tley 8 74 10 .6 0 18 
Oct . 7 ( W) POMONA-PITZER 3 1- 6 ( 1840 ) Jo nes 6 154 25.7 2 56 
Oc t . 14 (L) at Occide nt a l 17-23 ( 1022 ) Leonard 4 54 13.5 1 20 
Oct. 21 (W) LA VERNE 38-17 ( 2947) McCoy 3 63 21.0 0 30 
Oct. 28 (L) a t UC Santa Barbara 3-51 ( 1200 ) Taumoepe au 3 26 8.7 0 10 
Nov . 11 (W) MENLO COLLEGE 31- 19 ( 4000 ) McDermott 2 26 13.0 0 16 
Eck 2 24 12.0 0 12 
TEAM STATISTICS USD Qee Fie l der 1 17 17.0 1 17 
TOTAL FIRST DOWNS 16 1 145 Bergmann 1 11 11 . 0 0 11 
By Rushing 103 53 USO 60 873 14.6 6 72 
By Pas sing 40 74 OPP 141 1672 11 . 9 6 69 
By Penalty 18 18 
3 r d Down : Hade/ Att. 39/120 37/ 118 B,ll':ITING NO YDS LG BK
TOTAL OFFENSIVE YARDAGE 2915 2625 Gillie 38 14 10 37 . 1 56 0 
Total Offensive Plays 586 586 USO 38 1410 37.1 56 0 
Ave . Gain Per Play 5 . 0 4 . 5 OPP 50 1710 34.2 56 0 
NET YARDS RUSHING 2042 953 
NET YARDS PASSING 873 1672 PUNT RETURNS NO YDS TD LG
Completions/Attempts 60/127 141/286 Fri ne ll 12 156 13 . 0 0 36 
Percentage Complete . 472 . 493 Barre tt 7 74 10.6 0 16 
PUNTS/AVERAGE 38/ 37 . 1 50/34. 2 Fie lder 1 6 6 . 0 0 6 
PUNT RETURNS/ AVERAGE 20/ 11 .8 12/8 .6 USO 20 236 11.8 0 36 
KICKOFF RET ./AVERAGE 26/24.6 43/18 . 1 OPP 12 103 8 . 6 1 48 
INTERCEPTIONS/ RET . AVE. 7/6 . 1 13/8.5 
PENALTIES/YARDS 60/ 557 63/ 532 KICKOFF RET. NO YDS TD LG
FUMBLES/LOST 13/7 23/12 F iel der 10 216 21.6 0 56 
TOUCHDOWNS 25 20 Fr i ne ll 10 324 32 . 4 0 76 
By Rushing 19 13 Whitl ey 4 80 20 . 0 0 24 
By Pas sing 6 6 Taumoepeau 1 12 12 .0 0 12 
By Retur n 0 1 Leonard 1 7 7 . 0 0 7 
1-POI NT CONVERSIONS 24 1 5 USO 26 639 24 . 6 0 76 
2-POI NT CONVERSI ONS 0 0 OPP 43 780 18.1 0 4 5 
FIELD GOALS 14 5 
SAFETY 0 1 SCORING TD FG s TOT
TOTAL POINTS 216 152 Bergmann 0 14 24 0 0 66 
Ave . Points Per Game 24. 0 16.9 T. Jac kson 9 0 0 0 0 5 4 
Taumoepea u 3 0 0 0 0 18 
IMiHl.t& ATT YG YL NYG TD LG
J ones 2 0 0 0 0 12 
Jackson , T . 189 1013 10 1003 5 . 3 9 6 3 
Eck 2 0 0 0 0 12 
Barksdal e 62 297 12 285 4 .6 1 21 
Murphy 2 0 0 0 0 12 
Whi tle y 48 246 19 227 4 . 7 2 58 
Hintze 2 0 0 0 0 12 
Eck 28 179 6 173 6 . 2 2 18 Whitley 2
 0 0 0 0 12 
Mur p hy 63 279 113 166 2 . 6 2 28 Fie lder 
1 0 0 0 0 6 
Taumoepeau 28 99 2 97 3 . 5 3 18 Barksda l e 1 0 0 0 0 6 
Livengood 5 26 0 26 5 . 2 0 12 Leona rd 1 
0 0 0 0 6 
Piper 10 49 29 20 2.0 0 22 USO 25 14/18 24/ 25 0 0 216 
Berman 8 20 0 20 2.5 0 6 
OPP 20 5 / 7 15/19 0 1 152 
Sporrer 9 19 5 14 1.6 0 6 
Williams 3 21 15 6 2.0 0 2 1 SCOREBY QUARTERS 1 :,)_ 4 TOTAL
McCoy 6 12 7 5 0.8 0 5 San Diego 71 70 45 30 216 
USO 459 2260 218 2042 4 . 5 19 63 Opponents 20 38 36 58 152 
OPP 300 1207 254 953 3.2 13 76 
PASSING ATT INT PCT TD LG
Murp hy 99 47 10 . 475 655 4 56 
Piper 21 11 1 .524 125 l 30 
Eck 4 2 1 .500 93 l 72 
Bennett 3 0 0 .000 0 0 0 
USO 127 60 12 . 472 873 6 72 
OPP 286 141 7 .49 3 1672 6 69 
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FINAL 1989Ulm DEFENSIVE STATISTICS
DEFENSE G/GS UT AT TOT QB SK/-YDS QB HUR EE EB BK PD INT S
TERRITO, L . 9 / 8 31 50 8 1 3/ 32 6 1 1 0 0 1 0 
.JACKSON, D. 9 / 8 22 40 62 01 0 0 1 3 0 11 1 0 
BARRETT, o . 9 /6 1 9 39 5 8 01 0 1 1 1 0 7 0 0 
DUNN o. 9/9 2 1 32 53 6/ 27 1 0 0 2 3 0 0 
PALADINO , D. 9 /2 16 3 4 50 0/ 0 5 2 0 0 4 0 0 
CHANDLER, D. 7 /6 8 37 4 5 1 / 6 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 
SCHOLL , M. 9 /9 10 26 36 1/ 7 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
BRADLEY, S. 9/5 1 7 1 5 32 0/ 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 0 
J. 9/9 7 25 32 4/ 1 9 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 
SELLERS, P. 8/2 10 22 32 5/ 37 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 
SALAZAR, R. 9 / 8 7 25 32 1 / 6 4 1 1 0 1 2 0 
MEANS, D. 9 / 4 12 18 30 01 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
MacINNES, D. 9 / 9 9 20 29 1/ 9 1 1 2 0 8 0 0 
CRISCI, M. 9 /9 6 17 23 0/ 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 
SIREK, C. 8 / 0 6 16 22 1/ 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
FRINELL, G. 8 / 1 6 1 2 18 0/ 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 
MOORE, B. 5 / 1 2 15 1 7 01 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
BLAZEVICH , .J. 9/0 5 11 1 6 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 
HORECZKO, M. 8 / 0 5 8 13 0 / 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
McLAUGHLIN T. 710 3 1 0 13 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SLYKAS , S . 6/1 8 4 12 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
ROBAK , K. 8 / 0 0 12 12 01 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
MATHAUER, B. 5 / 0 1 6 7 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
JAFAY, K. 1 / 1 3 2 5 01 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 
KELLEY, M. 3 /0 1 4 5 0/ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NORTON, .J. 2 /0 2 2 4 1/ 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LEONARD , B. 5 /0 3 1 4 01 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
BERMAN, D.5 / 0 0 3 3 0/ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PONTIUS, .J . 2/0 1 2 3 1/ 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TAUMOEPEAU, c. 9 / 0 0 2 2 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MURPHY, B. 9 / 0 1 1 2 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
BARKSDALE, T . 9/0 2 0 2 0/ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CRANDALL, S . 2 / 0 0 2 2 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
JACKSON, T . 9/0 1 0 1 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
HINTZE , M. 7 10 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
GRIMMESEY,R. 1 / 0 0 1 1 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
GILLIS, J. 9 /0 0 1 1 0/ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FIELDER, Z. 6/0 1 0 1 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CARPENTER , J. 1/0 1 0 1 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SMITH, R. 1 /0 1 0 1 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
GREER, N. 1 / 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
McGEE, T. 1 /0 1 0 1 1/ 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
REDLEW, C . 1 /0 1 0 1 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
WHITLEY, T. 7/Q 0 1 1 0/ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
USO TOTALS 9 252 516 768 26/170 34 16 15 3 48 7 0 
DEFENSIVE STATISTICS KEY: GI GS• Games/Games Star t ed on Def ense ; UT• 
Unassi s ted Tackles ; AT• Assisted Tackl es ; TOT• Tot a l Tackles ; QB SK/-YDS• 
Quarterback Sac k/ Minus Ya r ds ; QB HUR= Quarte rback Hurry ; FF= Forced Fumble ; 
FR• Fumble Recovery; BK• Bloc ked Ki ck; PD= Pass Deflection; INT• 
I nt erception; S= Safety. 
1989 TORERO AWARD WINNERS 
Defensive Player of the Year Dave Dunn 
Offensive Player of the Year - Todd Jackson 
Special Teams Player of the Year - Dave Bergmann 
Dr. James B. Orwig Scholar Athlete Award - John Eck 
Strength Coaches Award . Matt Scholl 
Team Captains . Dave Dunn, Todd Jackson, 
Mike Hintze, Mark Crisci 
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ALL TIME USD FOOTBALL RECORDS 
RUSHING 
Times Car ried Ball: 
Game: 33, Craig Frye vs. Pomona-Pitzer, 1984 
Season: 224, Jerome McAlpin, 1983 
Career: 507, Joe Henry, I 977 -8 I 
Yards Gained Rushing: 
Game: 271 , Sammy Croom vs. Azusa-Pacific, 1972 
Season: 1177, Sammy Croom, 1972 
Career: 2176, Todd Jackson, 1986-89 
Rushing A verage:
Season: 6.3, Rich Paulson, 1973 (Minimum 50 Carries) 
Career: 5.8, Sammy Croom, 1972-73 
PASSING 
Passes Attempted : 
Game: 57. Pat Dixon vs. La Verne, 1986 
Season: 375, Tim Can, 1979 
Career: 533, Tim can, 1979-80 
Passes Completed: 
Game: 26, Tim Can vs. Whittier, 1979 
Season: 164, Bob Dulich, 1973 
Career: 232, Pat Dixon, 1985-86 
Yar ds Gained P ass ing: 
Game: 389, Bob Dulich vs. USIU, 1973 
Season: 2538, Bob Dulich, 1973 
Career: 2869, Pat Dixon, 1985-86 
Touchdown Passes Thrown: 
Game: 5, Bob Dulich vs. USIU, 1973 
Season: 21, Bob Dulich, 1973 
Career: 23, Jan Chapman, 1958-60 
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 
Game: 4. Several Players 
Season: 18, Tim Can, 1979; Eric Sweet, 1982; Pat Dixon, 1986 
Career: 32, Pat Dixon, 1985-86 
Fewest Passes Intercepted: 
Game: 0, Several Players 
Season: 4, Steve Loomis, 1980 (Minimum 100 Attempts) 
Career: 11, Steve Loomis, 1980-81 (Minimum 200 Attempts) 
RECEIVING 
Passes Caught: 
Game: 10, Je ff Morgan vs. St. Mary's, 1979 
Season: 67, Ernie Yarbrough, 1973 
Career: 101, Mike Rish, 1980-83 
Yards Pass Receiving
Game: 207, Merle Reed vs. Chino Institute, 1958 
Season: 1102. Ernie Yarbrough, 1973 
Career: 1722, Mike Rish, 1980-83 
Touchdown Passes Caught: 
Game: 3, Merle Reed vs. Chino Institute, 1958 
Season: 10, Ernie Yarbrough, 1973 
Career: 18, Mike Rish , 1980-83 
TOTAL OFFENSE 
Yards Gained: 
Game: 383, Bob Dulich vs. USIU, 1973 
Season: 2773, Bob Dulich, 1973 
Career: 2818, Joe Henry, 1977-81 
Total Offensive Plays: 
Game: 54, Bob Dulich vs. Whittenberg, 1973 
Season: 422, Bob Dulich, 1973 
Career: 559, Jan Chapman, 1958-60 
SCORING 
Most Poin ts : 
Game: 19, Tom Gates vs. Pepperdine, 1958 
Season: 96, Rich Paulson, 1973 
Career: 138, Sammy Croom, 1972-73 
Most Touch downs: 
Game: 3, Several Players (Todd Jackson, 1989) 
Season: 16, Rich Paulson, 1973 
Career: 23, Sammy Croom, 1972-73 
Most Field Goals: 
Game: 4, Dave Bergmann vs. Whiucr, 1989 
4, Robert Lozzi vs. Claremont-McKenna, 1982 
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Season: 14, Dave Bergmann, 1989 
Career: 27, Robert Lozzi, 1981-83 (27 of 47) 
Most Extra Points: 
Game: 8, Doug Rothrock vs. USIU, 1973 
Season: 49, Doug Rothrock, 1973 (49 of 58) 
Career: 67, Robert Lozzi, 1981-83 (67 of 71) 
Most Two-Point Conversions: 
Game: 2, Tom Gates vs. Idaho State, 1958 
Season: 3, Jim Gabriel. I 960 
Career: 3, Jim Gabriel, 1959-61; Jeff Mansukhani, 1984-87 
PUNTING 
Most Punts: 
Game: 12, Joe Amidon vs. USIU, 1974 
Season: 65, John Gillis, 1987 
Career: 170, Pat McNamara, 1983-86 
Most Yards Punted: 
Game: 447, Joe Amidon vs. USIU, 1975 
Season: 2287, Jan Chapman, 1960 
Career: 6261, Pat McNamara, 1983-86 
Punting Average: 
Game: 59.4, Vern Valdez vs. Mexico Polytechnic, 1957 
Season: 43.8, Jan Chapman, 1958 (Minimum 15 punts) 
Career: 43.7, Vern Valdez, 1957 (Minimum 30 punts) 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Longest Run From Scrimmage: 
99, Sammy Croom vs. Azusa Pacific, 1972 (longest in nation) 
Longest Completed Pass: 
89, Bob Dulich to Andy Sanchez vs. Humboldt State, 1973 
Longest Punt Return: 
91, Ed Bunsic vs. Mexico Polytechnic, 1957 
Longest Kickoff Retur n: 
JOO yard TD, Jeff Mansukhani vs. UCSB, 1984 
100 yard TD, Emitt Dodd vs. Cal Lutheran, 1983 
Longest Pass Interception Return: 
JOO yard TD, Chuck Pillon vs. Claremont-McKenna, 1979 
100 yard TD, John Gutsmiedl vs. Pomona-Pitzer, 1986 
Longest Punt: 
85 yards, Vern Valdez vs. Mexico Polytechnic, 1957 
Consecutive Poin t AFter Touchdown: 
19, Bill Jache, 1972 
Most Passes Intercepted In A Season: 
8, Dan Herbert, I 98 I 
Consecutive Field Goals Made: 
6, Robert Lozzi, 1982 
TEAM RUSHING 
Most Yards Gained: 
Game: 462 vs. Pomona-Pitzer, 1975 
Season: 2338 in 1973 
Fewest Yards Gained: 
Game: 11 vs. Azusa Pacific, 1984 
Season: 77 5 in 1986 
Most Rushes: 
Game: 65 vs. Loyola, 1972 
Season: 535 in 1972 
Fewest Rushes: 
Season: 310 in 1986 
PASSING 
Most Yards Gained: 
Game: 390 vs. USIU, 1973 
Season: 2828 in 1973 (Best In Nation) 
Fewest Yards Gained: 
Game: 0 vs. CS Long Beach, 1961 
Season: 676 in 1961 
Most Passes Attempted: 
Game: 57 vs. La Verne, I 986 
Season: 417 in 1979 
Fewest Passes Attempted: 
Game: 3 vs. Pomona-Pitzer, 1975 
Season: 127 in 1989 
Fewest Passes Completed: 
Game: 0 vs. CS Long Beach, 1961 
Season: 49 in 1961 
Most Touchdown Passes Thrown: 
Game: 5 vs. USIU, 1973 
Season: 22 in 1973 
Fewest Touchdown Passes Thrown: 
Game: 0 vs. Several Teams 
Season: 2 in 1961 
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 
Game: 6 vs. UC Riverside, I 972 
Season: 27 in I 984 
Fewest Passes Had Intercepted: 
Game: 0 vs. Several Teams 
Season: 6 in 1958 
Best Passing Percentage: 
Season: .554, 1973 (181 of 327) 
Worst Passing Percentage: 
Season: .292, 1961 (49 of 168) 
TOTAL OFFENSE 
Most Yards Total orrcnse: 
Game: 648 vs. Pomona-Pitzer, 1973 
Season: 5166 in 1973 (Best in nation) 
Fewest Yards Total Offense: 
Game: 51 vs. San Diego Marines , 1957 
Season: 2157 in 1984 
SCORING 
Most Points: 
Game: 69 vs. Cal Tech, 1970 
Season: 455 in 1973 
Fewest Points: 
Game: 0 vs. Several Teams 
Season: 90 in 1961 
Most Touchdowns: 
Game: 9 vs. Loyola, 1973 
Season: 64 in I 973 
Fewest Touchdowns: 
Game: 0 vs. Several Teams 
Season: 12 in 1984 
Most Points After Touchdowns: 
Game: 8 vs. USIU, 1973 
Season: 52 in 1973 (51-one point, I -two point) 
Fewest Points After Touchdowns: 
Game: 0 vs. Several Teams 
Season: 4 in 1961 
PENALTIES 
Most Penalties: 
Game: 18 vs. Chino Institute. U. of Mexico, 1957 
Season: 113 in 1958 
Fewest Penalties: 
Game: 0 vs. UC Riverside, 1973; Pomona-Pitzer, 1977 
Season: 49 in 1988 
Most Yards Penalized: 
Game: 216 vs. San Francisco, 1981 
Season: 993 in 1958 
Fewest Yards Penalized: 
Game: O vs. UC Riverside, 1973; 0 vs. Pomona-Pitzer, 1977 
Season: 515 in 1961 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Most Touchdowns Rushing: 
Season: 34 in 1973 
Fewest Touchdowns Rushing: 
Season: 5 in 1986 
Rushing Average Per Game: 
Season: 226.9 in 1989 
Passing Average Per Game: 
Season: 235.7 in 1973 (2828 in 12 games; best in nation) 
Scoring Average Per Game: 
Season: 37 .9 in 1973 (455 points in 12 games; best in nation) 
Most First Downs: 
Game: 29 vs. Colorado Western State, 1958 
Season: 259 in 1973 
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Fewest First Downs: 
Game: 7 vs. San Diego Marines, 19 57 
Season: 107 in 1961 
Most Punts: 
Game: 12 vs. USIU, 1974 
Season: 86 in 1974 
Most Fumbles: 
Game: 7 vs. San Diego Marines and Camp Pendleton. 1957; 
vs. La Verne, 1973; vs. Azusa-Pacific, 1974 
Season: 42 in 1957 
Fewest Fumbles: 
Game: 0 vs. Several Teams 
Season: 12 in 1960 
Most Fumbles Lost: 
Game: 6 vs. San Diego Marines, 1957 
Season: 21 in 1984 
Fewest Fumbles Lost: 
Game: 0 vs. Several Teams 




Game: 25, Chip Jarvis vs. St. Mary's, 1983 
Season: 131, John Gutsmiedl, 1986 
Career: 331, John Gutsmiedl, 1984-87 
Quarterback Sacks: 
Game: 3, Dave Dunn vs. Claremont-McKenna, 1989 
Season: 12, Dave Dunn, 1988 
Career: 20, Dave Dunn, 1987-89 
DEFENSIVE RUSHING 
Fewest Yards Allowed Rushing: 
Game: -1 vs. Claremont-McKenna, 1988 
Season: 663 in 1988 
Most Yards Allowed Rushing: 
Game: 343 vs. CS Los Angeles, 1972 
Season: 1910 in 1986 
DEFENSIVE PASSING 
Fewest Passes Completed : 
Game: 0 vs. La Verne, 1972 
Season: 61 in 1958 
Most Passes Completed: 
Game: 26 vs. USIU, 1973 
Season: 157 in 1985 
Fewest Passes Attempted: 
Game: 7 vs. New Mexico Western, 1958 
Season: 154 in 1958 
Most Passes Attempted: 
Game: 53 vs. USIU, 1973 
Season: 325 in 1973 
Most Passes Intercepted : 
Game: 6 vs. Camp Pendleton, 1957; USF, 1981 
Season: 26 in 1981 
Fewest Passes Intercepted: 
Game: 0 vs. Several Teams 
Season: 7 in 1989 
TOTAL DEFENSE 
Fewest Yards Total Offense Allowed: 
Game: -16 vs. Camp Pendleton, 1957 
Season: 1750 in 1978 
Most Yards Total Offense Allowed: 
Game: 536 vs. USIU, 1975 
Season: 3512 in 1974 
Most Points Allowed: 
Game: 53 by Humboldt, 1974 
Season: 306 in 1974 
Fewest Points Allowed: 
Game: 0 vs. Several Teams 
Season: 100 in 1987 (10 games) 
Most Shutouts Recorded: 
Season: 4 in 1987 
USD YEAR BY YEAR RESULTS 
1956 2-3-0 1971 (Club) 3-5-0 1978 7-3-0 1984 1 -8- I 
L 00-46 Air Force Academy L 1 3-29 UC Riverside w 02-00 Cal Lutheran L 09 - 13 Redlands 
L 00-30 Naval Air Station w 22-17 Occidental L 22-24 Redlands L 1 3 - 23 C laremont-Mudd 
w 47-00 Edwards AFB L 00-22 Claremo nt-Mudd w 27 - 23 Pomona-Pitzer T 22-22 Pomona-Pitzer 
w 14-12 New Mexico Military w 21-20 La Verne w 21 - 16 Occidental L 00 - 23 Chico State 
L 07 - 20 Northern Arizona L 07-14 Pomona-Pitzer w 20-14 Whittier L 13 - 31 La Verne 
68-108 w 41 - 31 Azusa Pacific L 09-10 Claremont- Mudd L 03-30 Cal Lutheran 
L 19 - 50 Cal Poly Pomona L 06 - 35 Azusa Pacific L 07-34 Azusa-Pacific 
J 957 6-3-0 L 2 1 - 23 Loyola Mary mount w 47-00 Edwards AFB w 31 - 28 UC Santa Barbara 
w 20-06 Barsto w Marines 144-206 w 38-20 USlU L 10 - 24 AzusaPacific 
L 06-40 Northern Arizona w 27- 1 1 St. Mary's (Cal.) L 03 - 14 St. Mary's (Cal.) 
L 07 - 2 1 Montana State 1972 (Club) 6-3 1 219-1S3 111-242 
w 40-06 Pomona-Pitzer L 14-34 UC Riverside 
L 00 - 41 San Diego Marines w 14-06 C laremont- Mudd 1979 5-6-0 1985 5-5-0
w 54 - 00 Camp Pendleton w 19-07 Occidental w 38- 16 Edwards AFB L 17 - 21 Redlands 
w 27 -13 Univ. of Mexico L 16-29 CS Los Angeles L 00-39 Cal Lutheran L 08 - 32 W hittier 
w 54 - 00 Mexico Polytechnic L 2 1 -27 La Verne w 23- 1 4 Redlands w 10 - 07 Pomona- Pitzer 
w 27 - 00 Pepperdine w 28-06 Pomona-Pitzer w 35. 16 Pomona-Pitzer w 08 - 07 Claremont-Mudd 
235-134 w 35-18 Loyola Marymount w 21-14 Whitt ier L 14 - 27 Occidental 
T 07 - 07 USIU w 27 - 02 Occidental w 2 1-17 La Verne 
1958 8-2-0 w 41-27 Azusa Pacific L 08-38 Claremont-Mudd w 17 - 06 Cal Poly Pomona 
w 20 - 06 Univ. of Mexico w 14 - 13 Westminster (Utah) L 14-16 Azusa Pacific L 1 4 - 27 Azusa Pacific 
w 13 - 10 New Mexico Western 209-174 L 08 - 28 USlU w 21 - 07 UC Santa Barbara 
L 06 - 31 Mo ntana State L 07-37 St. Mary's (Cal.) L 20 - 21 St. Mary's (Cal.) 
w 33 - 00 Lewis and Clark 1973 9-2 I L 12-21 La Verne 150-172
w 46-14 Colorado Western Stat L 16-20 UC Riverside 193-241 
w 46- 1 4 Chino Institute w 35-07 Claremont-Mudd 1986 4- 6-0 
w 45-13 Pepperdine w 34-14 Occidental 1980 6-5-0 w 20 - 16 Whittier 
w 24-00 Idaho State w 57-07 Pomona-Pitzer L 23-36 Cal Lutheran L 19 - 2 1 La Verne 
w 24 - 1 3 Univ. of Montana w 31-14 La Verne L 15 - 30 Redlands w 21 - 03 Redlands 
L 00 - 35 San Diego Marines w 46-00 St. Mary's (Cal.) L 14 - 27 Claremont-Mudd w 42 - 16 Pomona-Pitzer 
257-136 T 28-28 Humboldt State w 17-07 Pomona-Pitz.er L 09 - 13 Claremont-Mudd 
w 47- 11 Azusa Pacific L 17-20 Occidental w 02-00 Azusa Pacific*
1959 1-5-0 w 56- 20 USIU w 33 - 13 Whittier L 09 - 14 UC Santa Barbara 
L 14- 36 Cal Poly-SLO w 61-00 Loyola Marymount w I 7-11 La Verne L 07- 10 St. Mary's (Cal.) 
L 12- 42 Cal Poly Pomona w 30-27 CS Los Angeles L 07 - 31 Azusa Pacific L 07 - 4 1 Occidental 
L 06 - 19 Pepperdine L 14-21 Wittenberg# w 14-07 Sonoma S tate L 08-34 Menlo 
L 14- 40 San Diego Marines 4S5-169 w 4 1 -00 Edwards AFB 144-168 
w 38 - 14 Soulhem Cal College w 10 - 07 St. Mary's (Cal.) 
L 00 - 47 Montana State 1974 3-8-0 208-189 1987 6-3-1
84-198 L 1 3-17 CS Nonhridge T 13- 13 Occidental 
L 07- 15 Az.usa Pacific 1981 9-1 -0 w 28 - 00 Redlands 
I 960 4-5-1 L 06- 4 0 Cal Lutheran w 17-03 Redlands w 28 - 00 La Verne 
L 06 - 20 W hitt ier w 14 -09 La Verne w 47-13 C laremont-Mudd w 28-00 W hittier 
L 20 - 29 New Mexico Western L 12- 14 Whittier w 24- 13 Pomona-Pitz.er L 18 - 23 Azusa Pacific 
L 00 - 20 Humboldt State L 10-36 CS Los Angeles w 38- 13 Occidental w 42 - 06 Pomona-Pitz.er 
w 14- 06 Azusa Pacific w 40-26 Pomona-Pitz.er w 31 - 28 Whitti er w 23 - 07 Claremont- Mudd 
w 56- 14 Southern Cal College L 07-53 Humboldt State w 23 - 15 La Verne w 07-00 UC Santa Barbara 
w 21 - 20 San Diego Marines L 00-29 USlU w 27-06 Azuza Pacific L 07 - 34 St. Mary's (Cal.) 
L 00 - 35 S an Francisco State w 23 - 17 St. Mary's (Cal.) w 27 - 14 San Francisco L 15 - 17 Menlo 
w 20-13 Pepperdine L 00-48 UC Riverside w 42-27 Chapman 209-100 
L 14- 28 Cal Poly Pomona 132-304 L 1 4 - 3 1 St. Mary's (Cal.) 
T 14- 14 Northern Arizona 290-163 1988 5-4-0 
165-199 1975 2-7-0 w 02 - 00 Menlo* 
L 12- 3 1 Redlands 1982 4-6-0 w 17 - 08 Claremont-Mudd 
I 96 I 2-8-0 w 26-06 La Verne w 32- 00 Redlands L 10-17 Redlands 
L 00-27 Whitt ier L 00-48 CS Northridge w 40-00 Claremont- Mudd w 23-07 Pomona-Pitz.er 
L 07 - 40 Univ. of Pacific L 29 - 3 2 Whittier w 31 - 13 Pomona-Pitzer w 2 1-06 Whinier 
L 00 - 37 San Diego Marines w 48-00 Pomona-Pitzer L 20-34 Occidental L 16- 20 Occidental 
w 13 - 00 Pepperdine L 00 - 02 Azusa Pacific** L 18-20 Whiner w 31 - 21 La Verne 
w 20- 18 New Mexico Western L 00-41 USIU L 14 - 20 La Verne L 10 - 13 UC Santa Barbara 
L 12-14 CS Long Beach L 06-48 Cal Lutheran L 09- 15 Azusa Pacific L 13- 14 Azusa Pacific 
L 06-25 San Francisco State L 00 - 18 St. Mary's (Cal.) w 24-07 Cal Poly Pomona 143-106 
L 02-4 1 Cal Poly Pomona 121-226 L 17 - 20 USCJ.V. 
L 1 2 - 42 San Diego State L 14-3 1 St. Mary's (Cal.) 1989 7-2-0
L 18 - 28 USIU 1976 1- 2- 1 2 19-160 w 24 - 06 Azusa Pacific 
90-272 L 07 - 33 Redlands w 19 - 00 W hittier 
T 3 0 -30 USIU 1983 5-5-0 w 30 - I 3 C laremont-Mudd 
1962 (Club) 5-2-0 L 18- 19 Occidental w 14- 13 Redlands w 23 - 17 Redlands 
L 06-35 Loyola Mary mount L 00- 10 Whittier w 3 4 - 1 4 Claremont- Mudd w 3 1- 06 Pomona-Pitzer 
L 12-35 St. Mary's (Cal.) L 06-49 CS Northridge w 3 4 - I 0 Pomona- Pitzer L 17 - 23 Occidental 
w 30- I 3 Whiuier J.V. L 14-18 Azusa Pacific L 0 7-28 Occidental w 38 - 17 La Verne 
w 20-08 CS Long Beach J.V. L I 0 - 30 CS Los Angeles w 23- 19 W hitti er L 03 - 5 1 UC Santa Barbua 
w 26 - 08 USO Alumni L 00-47 Cal Lutheran w 28 -14 La Verne w 31 - 19 Menlo 
w 19- 18 Azusa Pacific w 16- 1 4 St. Mary's (Cal.) L 06- 10 Azusa Pacific 216-152 
w 20- 06 Cal Tech 101-250 L 21-40 CS Hayward 
133-123 L 22-46 Cal Lutheran 
1977 2-8-0 L 00-06 St. Mary's (Cal.) #Denotes NCAA Playoffs 
1970 (Club) 2-6-0 L 17-25 Cal Lutheran 189-200 • Denotes Forfeit Win 
L 13 - 23 Loyola Marymount L 00 - 02 Redlands•• **Denotes Forfeit Loss 
L 13-18 Cal Poly Pomona w 34-00 Pomona-Pitz.er 
L 13 - 21 Claremo nt-Mudd L 13 - 21 Occidental 
w 69- 00 Cal Tech L 12- 16 Whittier 
w 34-3 1 Azusa Pacific L 20-56 CS Nonhridge 
L 13 - 16 Occidental L 07 - 16 Azusa Pacific 
L 07 - 09 St. Mary's (Cal.) L 00-09 CS Los Angeles 
L 07 - 18 La Verne w 1 3-07 USIU 
169-136 L 21-24 St. Mary's (Cal.) 
137-176 
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Bully's Supports the Toreros 
Wullg's 
Join your friends 
before and after the games 
at Bully's 
Serving Nightly Until 12:15 
BULL YS EAST 
(Mission Valley) 
2401 Camino del Rio South 
San Diego, CA 92108 
291-2665 
Philip H. Dickinson, M.D. • David A. Fitz, M.D. • Richard D. Coutts, M.D. 
William P. Curran, Jr., M.D. • Richard F. Santore, M.D. • Lawrence V. Tkach, M.D. 
Carl D. Maguire, M.D. • Byron F. King, M.D. • Paul C. Murphy, M.D. • Heinz R. Hoenecke, Jr., M.D. 








Orthopedic Medical Group of San Diego, Inc. 
7920 Frost Street, Suite 200 • San Diego, California 92123 • (619) 278-8300 
